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o__/of slowdown in building .... m ~ - .• y :  ~2 - : . 
TERRACE - -  After a slowJan, ary skyrosketedto $1.45 ndlllon "r i987 it was $367,170 and las t  housing start valued at $50,000. there," he says. - ~ :: 4~:,,. . . . . .  
-- u~.i.s~rt,:February may h.ave for a year-to-date total of al- year jumped to $973,650; New According to Alderman Ruth This would seemtobearouta " 
launched the!ocalconstruction most$1.53million, commercial development ac- Hallock, ;'There are some comment made early tiffsyear 
indus .trY intoa near-rec0rd year. This represents an increase of counts for the majority of this rather impressive building pro- by  Dennis Palmu of Impact 
A~or~ t0seni'or building in- about 50 percent over last year. year's construction, with four jects underway." And Mayor Construction: the only problem .: 
s~to'r::BobLafleur, new con- Comparatively, in the f'trst renovation; valued at $430,000 Jack Taistra indicates that it the construction i dustry is go- 
• i;tmetloninlJanuary,was v lued" two months of 1986,.construc- and two additions worth Could get even better. "Rumor ing to have this year is a short- 
s,!less ~ $100,000 .but Febru- tion.was valued at $221,600, in $950,000. There: was only one" has it there's even more out age of skilled labor• 
- -  . : : : i : . i~ , : ! .  / : .  : - . . .  
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C:i:ty hall 
revamp in 
'89 budget 
TERRACE --  City Hall will 
soon have a new mayor's and 
administrator's offices complete 
with a reception area. These will 
be located where the city,s draft- 
ing department, now inthe Gra- 
ham Ave. Public Works build- 
ing, was once Io~ted. Also in 
~.  i~, i this area will bea new Office for 
• .""=""-:"'"": DeputyiCle]~kDenlseFisher and 
* ' a  private 'm~ting room for., 
:"-Tii6"/;(/~t eridof:.thebui!ding 
:will receive "minor" - renova- 
tions - -  paint, new ;carpet and 
.blinds, an electrical upgrade and 
some minimal construction;..The 
Building Inspector will "be 
• -. moved into larger quarters and 
what Was the oncemayors office 
Will be divided into two smaller 
.... 6ffices. . .  ~ : : - .  
• '-':The renovations will c0st an ~ 
" :i ~, estimated ~ $1.10,O00, ': ~md at.- 
:. Monday. night's meeting council 
: / : i  :q)proved the use of $45,000 
. .,from bujldin8 rmovatiom sur- 
: [" .plus, $30,000 from a 1998 bud, 
: Set amy over, and an additional 
-.. :$35,000 Which Council voted to 
include in the city's 1989 capital 
budget. The 1989 budget 
• moUnt of $3$,000vnm set at an 
in.camera Conmduee of the 
Whole meeting last month 
where council members .re- 
,w, , . _  .ov. o. w a ed il Ne managernm ... for local  sawm I ..prepared by interior.designers. - % ~ • • i 4 r " 
But according to city treasurer Rand Menhinick has been says that's neither surpistng or  adding that Repap's recent ac- 
Don't wony Morn, everything's under control. These 12 youngsters, seen here with workers.from the Terrace Day , 
Care Centre, won't be accidentally misplaced. A stout- piece of rope keeps the group Intact as they wait patiently 
, for the day's adventure--  a tour of the town on a city bus. . • . . , ,  
_ - . , ", : , .~  , 
final decision on board chair-: 
unusual. He explains that any 
new operation takes time to 
reach full production and the 
Te/race mill is.currently 
,. operating according to Repap's 
"budget and plan". 
"It just takes time to work 
things through," says Light- 
Keith Norman, the distribution 
of cash will have to work a Httle 
differently. The $65,000 in 
budget surplus will be a little bit 
more difficult to access for the 
purpose of renovations than was 
anticipated,, and Norman is rec- 
quisition of a sawmill/pulp and 
paper operation in La Pas, 
Manitoba,-would not affect 
their decision. 
There are many decisions to 
be made.says Lightfoot: the 
health o~ the market, avail. 
man george Petty's dream of a, 
paper machine in Prince 
Rupert. During a visit to Ter- 
race a Httle more than a year 
ago, Petty promised apaper 
machine in Prince Rupert if the 
free trade agreement was 
signed. 
promoted to the position of 
mmmger for the Terrace 
Skeena Cellulose ~ sawmill. 
The announcement was made 
yesterday in Terrace by Skeena 
CellulOse senior vice president 
of operations Reg Lightfoot. 
ommending to council they use The position of mill manager ability of timber, and Repap's 
$90,000 from the General .Re, was left • open last l~'iday when foot. Repap Is the parent com- i 
serve Fund and put$20,00Omto the former manager, Jim patty of Skeena Celhlos.e . [ ~ " 
I ndex  • the 1989 budget . .  r Davis,,left Skeena:Ceilulose for operation in Terrace and Prince 12 Letters 5 
According to Norman, the Canadian Pacific Forest Prod- Rupert. . Business Guide 
reserve fund was im.'tiated by a ucts in Vancouver. As far as other R.~ap plans I ChUrch Directory 16 5ports 8 
11972: bylaw an which $40,000 Da.~.'s was most recently re- for the Northw~t, Lightfoot [ ClassifiedAds 19-22 Talk of the Town 5 
was set.aide for general pur- spomible for the p i ing  and says they are still looking at the I Comics 18 Weather 2 
I Coming Events 14 . poses. Smce that time, the fund const~ction of the mill's ex- , Prince.Rupert pulp and paper ,. NEW MILL: A Vancouver 
~hns earned interest and is now p..aml0, program, lh/oject Star, operation, butsays th.ey have II CrosswordDining Directory ]~ aC°mpanYnew puIpiS goingmill tOonbUtldthe 
.worth approximatelY.S90,000 ship;:lUtyear, proj~Sta.rshi. P not yet made a comnatment o I Editorial " 4= north coast, but  they 
.which council can  access has .~ to r~dize full0pera ~;. ~ex l id  the mill. "There are no Horoscope ,o , 
thronglt a new bylaw, .~- .: t i ona l .~ . ty ,  but iJghtf0of ~ i final conclwlons," he says, I , . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .., WOn t Saywhere,i?Page !1:.i. 
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Tew~e Re¢iew-- Wednesday, March 15, 19[ 
Bar asks 
for more. 
The Terrace H0td has:aske(l::r : : ' : ; l '  . ~:: ~ ~'  
for and received the city's.bleSs: 
ings to extend the hours of 
operation in their cocktail. 
lounge: by one hour from Mon- 
day through Saturday. On a 
motion made by Ruth Hallock 
and *Bob. Cooper, city. adminis- 
tration will. advise the Liquor 
Control Branch that the city has 
"inoobjection" to the hotel's 
proposed extemion .of hours. 
According to hotel manage- 
ment the bar is currently open 
until1 a.m., six. days a week, 
and until midnight on Sundays. 
On week nights, however,bever- 
age manager G.H. Ray claims 
there is "minimal business" 
from bar opening until midnight. 
and the midnight crowd is 
forced to move to "other estab- ~:: 
lishments" at I a.m. "We feel it : 
is better to contain the people in 
one location instead of having 
them wandering or  driving to : 
another for a final .hour of 
celebration," says Ray. 
Final approval for the exten: 
~-  -, . . . .~., 
Special children need spa( 
: $2,000 to the Terrace Child 
::i/: : : :  ¸::/i11 : : 
-:.:.'.,:~,.: .~ ,.:./:.~'/..,:.;'~.~-,,: ~,,:.~:,:,-,.':..~ ~.:: :: , : .  , ~ ;  " . ' : . : . , ,  , i~ -  v ' :  , / ' " : .  , : . :  - 
. . . : ' :  . . : : ' :  
)eclal people i and those special people last week were the Royal Purple who donated 
DevelopmentCentre. Above, some of these special people are seen as a group follow- 
. ' t  ¸ ¸  • 
sign of hours rests with the ing the cheque presentation at the Centre. Behind the children are Loyal Lady Shirley Townsend, childdevelop- : • 
Liquor Control Branch; -ment  centre director Margot Hayes and: Honored Royal Lady No~a Foreman. " mr : " : : ~ 1 
by GIIIlan Norman 
A small: gathering of about 30 
women cohverged, for an after- 
noon luncheon Sunday, con- 
eluding a ~week of recognition 
surrounding Internat ional  
Women's Day, March 8. 
Women :from. around Terrace 
met for .a warm., informal lunch 
hold at Don Diego's Restaurant- 
This is the fifth year hi which the 
luncheon has been organized. It
is intended to exemplify the 
International Women's Daymarked 
with a wide variety of Working structure-= theright of all tO be' 
backgrounds attended. The in- recognized as persons. 
tention seemed to rest upon tak- Mention. should be made of 
ing a step closer tO the women/contributions: beverages were 
who live S:nd worka r0und usi tO ,~'provided by LSkeena MP Jim • 
say "hello'" and open-the Fulton, and the-B.C.:Govern- 
avenues of friendship, ment Employees' /Union 
- donat~i carnationsi.and cake:to 
Nisga'a speaker Lorene Plant 
gave a moving account of the 
issues faced by the native people 
of the Nags Valley from early 
history up .to the present day 
land. claims. It became apparent, 
the event. And, of Course, i0 the 
helpful and courteous taff O f 
Don Diego's, a much ap- 
preciated thank you. 
All in al l ;a wonderful time 
was had by everyone, and: an: 
spirit o f  unity among women that their struggles and those ticipation for the annual event 
who live in this area; faced by women in the pastcen- next spring will keep-the spirit 
People o f  ' every age. group: tury are similar in their basicstrong, : 
" ": :l News from Legion Branch 13 
:,~:- ../Contflbuted by ..... r " " singles, doubles andteams. Bob,: name andphone.at:the Branch./ 
:. " ;Peter Cr0mpt0n , - "Behnet~;:Pat Campbell, Dereek :We .will b F closing: off. oUr,;!i •
. ~our Curling team of. Com- Hales"and;Ray Taft now go. to entertainmeht: during July. and/f: 
!rades Burke, Oldham, Kelln and: Langley :.for/the* pr0~ncials at • August. During these two mon:,~: 
Cross came away from the pro- 
ivincial finals in .New West- 
minster with a second place 
finish, missing out of  a Domi- 
nion place by just one game. 
Good show, comrades -- better 
luck next year. 
The.dart,.pla~;ers came away 
from Prince Rupert with wins in 
Arrestmade . /  
for break 
and enter 
"THOI~IHILL --  On March 5 
Terrace RCMP arrested a local 
juvenile whom they believe iS 
r¢sponsible for a number of 
bw.ak-and.enter incidents in 
Thorahill The youth was 
charsed-with six counts of 
~ and entering and is- 
-sd~uied to appear in court 
" ~ . e  in April. 
:': ~ l t~P  say,~ c arrest WaS a 
"' i J Of oogoh~'.:investlp~tiom 
' ~ i !  r~: t :  : rmh of 
,i. :iathe Tbombm are¢ 
Easter. •. , 
Comrades. Cro impton; 
Kenzie and Lorimer have 
qualified for zoneplay in crib-: 
babe to be held:in"Kitimat on 
April lst; there are still four 
places to be filled, so come on 
• crib. players. 
Thezone meeting in Smithers 
will be held on April 22 and 23. 
You don't have tojbe a delegate 
to attend-- the more, the mer- 
rier. 
The Branch will also be look- 
ing for help aBaln for the gaming 
wheels'at this year's carnival on 
April 27 - 30. Please leave your 
~'-::"r//,ths,'..we will be doing some,- 
Mac, ~:inUch-needed r novations tothe 
rear of the building, making the 
kitchen area.larger, and moving 
:the office and washrooms. 
We are going to need plenty of 
help. I will be keeping you in 
touch with. the proceedings, in
future weeks, but : please be/ 
ready to give a hand. ' 
Don't  forget, general  
meetings every second Tuesday. 
Unfortunately we have had 
some executive changes dueto ill 
health, so we need 'all the help 
you as members can. give. 
We Will Remember .Them, 
' I 
Weather  report - -  March  6 ,12 ,  1989 
Mar. 6 3 - 2 8,0 em snow 
Mar. 8 3 ' 0 112r, menow . . . . . .  
Mar, 9 1 - 3 2.0 6"111 snow : :'. :.~,,~,;:: , i: 
Mar. 10 - 2 - § 17.8 Gnl mlOW 
Mar ,11 - 6 - 9 e.0 Cm snow .... % 
Mm'.12 - 1 - 7 .4omInow -, : : .  
..a 
• FmeeaM: Sunny with cloudy perl_(~, s, with afternoon'.. 
highs near 5, overnight l ows  near 5. 
' " I : [  I "  I ] I "  17 l i t  r '  " i I " ] '  " "  i '  ' F i r i i "  . . . .  ' [ ": " [ 
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Terract  Interiors Ltd,, 
Exter ior  and  interior paints 
 . ...:  strongfiopring .e Harding c pets. 
• ., Sunworthy wallpaper 
' 411the supplies you need'" 
: 4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635.6600 
. . . .  ACROSS .. '- 
! Race ~.~ 
.- 4 Triple : - ;: -" 
7 Taxi 
10 Anger .  ' 
11 Brother of  Uz I I 1{  
12 Egg.shaped [-~i  
14 Blackbird " ;  
15Rear .... 
16 Clamp . . . .  - - 
. 17 Plck.ul~ is one 
19 Defeats . .... 
20 Paln ,.. ~'' 
22 Ruse. ruler 
24 Capture 
25 Peacegoddess 
27 Tap 
29 Deep bowl 
31 Looks Intently : 
35 Age 
36 Breathe noisily 
'asleep . I 
37 ___ Llnco n " 
40 Roman road  
43LFIne particles 
:44 Fit with glass 
46 Lag . . . .  '~ 
48 Appraise 
49 Edible fruit 
T i l l s  W£EKS 
PUZZLE ANSWER 
• - 
50 Kind 
53 Zeus' son 
54 Merely 
55 Born 
56 Within, comb. form 
57 Doctrine 
58 Happy 
DOWN 
1 Estuary 
2 vase 
3 .:_.= nor 
4 Lot 
5 Instrument of 
torture, pl. 
6 Writing fluid 
7 Bay 
8 Pert. to birds 
9 Stitch 
11 Slmbel 
13 For fear that 
18 .~  Adorae 
19 Unruly children 
20 River Islet 
21 Vineyard. Ft. 
23 Art. Let. 
26 Weird 
28 W. Chine'mammal 
30 _~ King Cole 
32 Exciting , . 
33 Blttervetch • - , 
34 Harden, as concrete : 
37 TaJ MahaI site 
38 Sound loudly ,7 
39  Worn away 
-41 Levels . . . .  : 
42 Domain . 
45 Gusto • r I 
47 Horse; Gypsy ,, .: .~ 
.49 Hawaiian food .,' 
51, Meadow ~' 
• 52 Opener 
I 
I 
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NOrthern C'+ity po n de rs 
university f l o at c h a n g e . . . . .  + + + + + +  ++ 
. + ' ( ' ~  : / . :  . 
decision ' " : : . . . . .  " ~ +" w ; i : p ' !4  i n v i t a t i o n  for Mayor J a c k  R e c r e a t i o n  . . . . .  " " . . . . . .  ' + . . . . . .  L " ' .+ Comm~ttee~ chair- 
" • . "r':" 0J  _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ,  . A ~ _ _  __1  :F: J  ' " : + " a to join Prince Rupert's man Me Takhar said, "Maybe 
~+,~tvn l~_ l r l~  1 ;t celebrations in early nextyear," but Hailock persist- ~' ..... 
L~ 1 ~ ~ v v ~ ~ ~ ,  opened discussiofi on the ed. "I like the riverboat theme,'.' 'Monday tt status of the city's o f f i - she  told Sheridan. "The staff 
• arade •float last Monday did an excellent job on it." On 
Alderman Dave Hull was this point, Sherman• agreed. 
Miuist~r of Advan~Educa.  tt to receive the invitation "There was. a fair amount of 
tion sta~]i Hagen's?/iong-awaited formation only, with the  money spent on it," he said. 
decision as to the :fate of the ;tanding that any elected And Hull's motion to receive the 
Northern University proposal )fficial could attend the Seafest invitation was passed. 
will;be pubfic knowledge on  l.event and represent the But without further action, 
Monday. This information ,f Terrace at Seafest if he the float Would remain idle, and 
comes from• ministry public re- so desires. Takhar introduced a new mo- 
lations spokesman Michelle +ty Sheridan, however, t ion -  send the float to Seafest, 
Pokier, who adds that •Hagen's was time to look at more "but maybe change.it around.a 
announcement, will be .tied+ to :he surface and examine little". Halleck saw this as a 
Finance Minister • Mel :y's image with its three- compromise but suggested a cost 
Couvelier's budget• tobe  ld "riverboat" float, a factor should be built in - -  
presented to the legislature on ;heridan says may not be paint, labor, even paper costs 
March 30. g quite as regal as it once money. This motion passed as 
Few clues are available about uth Hailock pointed .out well, but not with Halleck's cost 
What could be a historic moment e riverboat cost taxpayers factor. " 
to build and was intend-. All this discussion leaves one 
f°r the N°rth'ibutthere may be Hundreds.ofyoungpeoplefromthroughout the Northwest ed to last several years. But wondering what will happen to more in letters written by Hagen •
in response to letters of support are demonstrating their skill and talent this week at the Sheridan insisted that the Recre- our float. But if asides are any 
for the Northern proposal. In Pacific Northwest Music Festival. And seven-year-old lan ati0n Committee should take hint, the following comments 
Mills (above)may be one of the best. He scored 86 last another lo0k and decide if Ter- could offer some clues. Talstra 
these letters, Hagen speaks of a week in Junior Piano, the best mark at the time, and if his race should keep the riverboat suggested the city may be in 
"vision to provide greater 9P- score holds up, Inn will take first in his division, or look at something new with a possession of its new Kenn0dei portunities close-to home for 
individuals of all ages", different heme, bear by June, and it migh t add 
He thenpromisesaproposal City :gift Two-day ant"racism someth ingtothef loat - - s tand-  
that will "expand local access tO I '  ing proudly on the bow. Bui  
university education" and will some city aldermen are a little policy rksh p pl n ed bear-shy at the moment, andan areenSure thef°ll°wing °b j c t iveS+met : - fu l l  university degrees w e  O a n anonymous voice suggested the 
will be offered in several B.C. Kermodei might be better car- .res Ived tied by pall BEARers. Another~ communities, including pro- O "Under Your Neighbor's Skin: Building Cultural suggested adding .a "bear" 
grams '.'in and for northern 
British Columbia"; institutions Bridges." This is the title of an important workshop be- trailer to the float --  possibly to 
Offering "th'bse degr.ees will be Last year, a local taxidermist i ng offered by Dr.  Kant Prasad of  the B.C. Organization keep it. a Suitable distance from 
under direct local control; and, . suggested an illegally idlled tO Fight Racism at the Terrace Library this weekend, city officials. . . . . . . . . .  
programs will reflect regional. Kermodei bear should be The workshop is being sponsored by  the Terrace and It was pointed~out by Shed, 
needs for iteachers, nurses and mounted and donated to the District Multicultural Association and will feature two dan, however, that the'riverboat 
float was more accurately called health care.professionals s well eily.. Tlds simple act of films for viewing and discussion: "Brown Eyes, Blue a "sternwheeler". This could 
as the business community, generosity, however, landed the 
All this sounds promising, but city edmlnlslrator in hat water .Eyes", a thought-provoking film acclaimed for its sen- mean we'll just have to wait 
he closes his letter with the when he offered the job of sitivity and educational value by public television, and, until next August to see what 
• following comments: "You are mounting the bear to another "Ang lo -Town" ,  as opposed to "Ch ina-Town" ,  f rom changes, if any, have been 
not alone in wanting increased local taxidermbt. Part of the the perspective o f  onlookers in the Chinese-Canadian made. Because if Sheridan,s 
fight, we won't have an oppor- educational opportunities for agreement was to allow the community.  The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. tunity to see the old or new float 
consensusY°ur region,in Britishthis iScolumbia.a bro d ae°m~flngbronze platetaXidermiStbeating tOhisattacheom, on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 1 :p.m.+ on Sunday. For more until the "Stemwheeler Days" 
We are ,committed to meeting pany's name, and te tlds the information, phone Noel Reidy at 635-3219. parade. 
that challenge in a balanced, nriginator of the idea cried 
effective and affordable man- foul. 
ner." Cily ¢oundi has now 
His key words are, "broad adopted, a new policy they hope 
consensus in British Columbia", will prevent a repeat of rids Northwest Community College 
"balanced", and "affordable". event. Under this policy, any 
Is he talking about the Dahloff gifts offered to the city must be 
model for the University of the referred to eounell by city ad- Northwest Communily College, Terrace Campus till has opening in the following 
North, or is he talking about his ndaistration a d it will be "SPECIAL INTEREST WORKSHOPS" which are coming up during the 
own idea for extending the tradi- eound! who accepts, declines months of MARCH and APRIL. 
tional role of regional colleges? or sets any eonditiom on the 
Interior University Society offering of the gift. 1. Preparing your "1988 INCOME TAX" - -  Thursday, March 16, 7:30-9:30 
president Elsie Gerdes, however, According to Alderman Dan- p.m., NWCC. The laws have changed, get assistance with your 1988 Personal In- 
sounds confident and suggests ny Shefldan, city admi,imtra, come Tax Return. Fee for this worthwhile workshop is only $10.00. 
even more possibilities-than are !ion likes the new policy. 
listed above. Gerdes says the "They seem to have a slight 2. EASTER CHOCOLATE MAKING - -  Thursday , March 16, 7:00-9:00 p.m.,  
society |s still "negotiating" aversion to gifts," he says. Skeena School Room 13. Learn how to make deficious, professional looking 
with Hagen and they are now !'But it's sort of like dosing Easter goodies with chocolate in this "HANDS ON" workshop. Fee of $10.00 in- 
down to working on details. But the  barn door after the home ' dudes  suppl ies.  
following this, Gerdes suggests has gone." 
the possibility of a task force 3. NEW FASCINATING FEET --Thursday, March 30, 6:00-10:00 p.m., 
with whom the society "will be " • NWCC. Health and relaxation can be attained by working on the feet!- This 
! , :working closely". Could this fascinating procedure is donewith a partner, come and join in! Fee is only $$0.00 
mean another .year'.of study be- ' ' " * :+ . p~.r couple. . ' 
fore reaching acondusion? • + i ~  
The Northern Uniwrsity con- 4. MEMORY DYNAMICS.-- Sunday& Monday, April 19th & 20th, 7:00-10:00 
cept has been shrouded in mys- p.m., NWCC. Improve your memory, jointhe pr0fessional instructor f om Van- • 
fury, doubt and frustration since { ~ ~ ] T ~ ~ C K  couver .  Fee for ~ TWO eveBllgqg ¢owm [s.~]0.0(J. 
its inception, and many are wait- ~ 
• ing for the final report. But for ,' 5. INTRODUCIORY P I [OSPECr!NG COUleE-  Two Weekends -= March 
• those too impatient to wait for ~ $1st & April 7th, Friday evening, all day Saturday & Sunday, NWCC Campus. 
Monday's revelation, Oerdm of- Topics include: M inera l  identification,i Rock Identification, Introductory 
fen one find suumtiot~- p !~ Geology, Mineral De~ts  and much more. F~for  these two htfmmative week, 
• attention to the Speech from the . . . 
• SPR ING ROADCHECKS " Throne on .Thursday,-++"Thln +i+ ~ endll Is $I00.00. • 
vv~ll .be something in that," she... + '~ J + Call 635"6511'. Local 32ST or further registration information;+. 
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Message for the throne 
, ,  • • . , 
Over recent weeks we have published a number of:: 
stories that taken as a whole should indicate to anyone 
that Terrace is in no way exempt• from • the social 
problems erupting in urban centers. 
We have discovered, despite previous denials, that •
there are an alarming number of children here who are 
virtually homeless and have no support system other 
than their own Often considerable r sources. We have 
seen a young man reported to be an AIDS victim held 
temporarily in jail here. And as recently as last week 
we heard the chief medical health officer for the 
region say during a radio interview that the single case 
of AIDS on record in the Northwest is "the snowflake 
on top of the iceberg". 
This Week we are carrying a story (page 10) in- 
dicating that.steroid use is not uncommon among local 
bodybuilders and weightlifters. This is an Unusu~ 
story in that the information presented is nOtat-' ..... 
tributed to any source. We decided to go with i t  
because the information was confirmed through three 
separate sources Whose credentials are impeccable, but 
all three declined to go on record for reasons that we 
found more than acceptable. 
The point here isn't to alarm, but to point Out that 
these difficulties are still at a manageable l vel here. 
Project Reconnect is making an effort to address the 
problem of street kids, there is a public awareness 
campaign at a local level regarding AIDS (although 
it's apparent more than public awareness will soon be 
required), and illegal use of steroids fall under the 
purview of the RCMP. 
Tomorrow, at the opening of the spring session of 
the B.C. Legislature, the Lieutenant Governor will 
read the'speech from the throne outlining the go~,err~ 
ment,s intended actions for.l~he next few months. In 
addition to the many other issues that require deci' 
signs, let's hope that one of the government's 
priorities is the provision of funding and professional 
expertise for locally developed, community-based pro- 
jects to allow us to address these problems in our own 
way on a continuing basis. Weknow what they are, 
all we need are the resources. 
Let's also remember on the day the Minister o f  
Finance reads the budget - -  March 30 - -  that we 
deserve a return on the substantial revenues the 
government realizes on the resources extracted from 
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by Bob J ackmm 
Remembering a special friend 
Having been relatively un- 
touched by Death, I've seldom 
thought about it. When my 
grandparents died I was very 
young, and they were very old. 
Death was not unexpected, and 
When it came there was little 
g r ie f - -  maybe a sense of loss, 
a contraction of the family cir- 
cle - -  but Death expected, even 
welcomed, isnot unacceptable.; 
In the past week, I've 
thought a bit more about 
Death. There are others more 
intimate with God than I am 
"She .was a dynamo... Sarah had contacts •*  
everywhere, and she had no qualms aboutusing 
them to help others." 
long white dress, at one of the 
native functions I was invited 
to as a member of Terrace City 
Council. She stood out from 
the crowd. Later, when I was 
appointed as a rep to the 
Muks-Kum-Ol Housing Socie- 
ty, I got to know her a little 
better, and shortly after I join- 
and got the funds to build . . . . . .  ~ . 
more offices. And Section 38 
money from U IC  to hire car- ~, 
penters, and-a relief recap- . . . " r - 
tionist so her regular .. 
receptionist could take 
upgrading coursesat the Col- 
lege. She wanted a day care " 
center, but she ran out of time. this region. 
who may have better explana- 
tions - -  I hOpe they tolerate 
~ lqA~ " . my thoughts as I accept heir 
unquestioning faith. 
Terrace Review Death is ultimately fair. We 
all die, whether we're pagan or 
,~o devout, rich or poor. Some of 
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the loss of close family, and 
for the most part, close friends. 
- Many have not .  
On March4th,at  about 2:30 
in the afternoon, on the 
highway near Vanderhoof, I 
lost a friend. A special friend, 
a wiuner. Sarah Ik.van was, as 
• this newspaper reported last 
week, 'a well-known and highly 
respected member of the Tar- 
race community'. She deserved 
to be. She earned it. 
ed the Board, she was ap- 
pointed Acting Director of the 
Kermode Friendship Society. It 
was to be adx-month job, 
covering a leave of absence. 
When the six months ran out, 
and the Director resigned, there 
was little doubt that Sarah 
deserved the full-time position. 
She was a dynamo. In April 
of  '88 the Society had fallen to 
22 members -  by September, 
Sarah .had almost, single- 
handedly brought ih:50 new 
members. Kermode's Tuesday 
mately unfair is not Death, but  night bingos were in danger of 
the timing of It. I have fortun- being discontinued - -  she 
ately been spared, to this point, brought attendance up from 75 
or so to a respectable (and 
profitable) 125. Sarah had cow 
tacts everywhere, and she had 
no qualms aboutusing them to 
help others. 
The Society offices, down- 
stairs in the Friends~p Centre 
on Kaium Street, were always 
'attractive. But there wasn't 
enough happening. Sarah 
wanted computers, and a Drug 
and Alcohol counsellor, and a 
• legal aid off i~ and a staff, 
mus her,, I didn't know Sarah for very lawyer. So she went out and week. I'm going,to " 
long, I flint rmnm_ .!~/. " her as -8~tha' -Thm.,she "~ ~ ~.i :.•. The ...t!~i..q of ! )ea~is  noti:i:,i:~iii:~ I 
. / , i~ i i  
• • . . • . .  i / :  ..~:~~ 
Sarah Bevan knew what she • 
was doing. She knew that, once 
trained, her best people would 
move on. She saw Kermode as 
a whistle-stop, a place to give ~ 
Indian workers some con- 
fidence, some experience and 
some marketable skills. 'She : 
was on her way to Vancouver: 
to ensure that the training pro- 
gram she was setting up had a 
life-skills component for people 
who were new to the urban en-~ 
vironment. She wanted 'them to • • 
succeed, as she had succeeded, 
in avoiding alcohol, in helping 
others, in achieving everything . 
they were capable of. 
If career achievement alone • ~. 
were the criterion, Sarah Boron. :~ 
would have been a remarkable:, i - 
woman. But she had more than ,. 
that - -  the matriarch of  an .... 
extended family that included 
brothers, children and grand- 
children, she did .everything she 
could io help her family and ~/ • 
friends - -  eyeryhour of every 
day. ,,. 
Sarah used to'&op bY to' : .-:i.~.~i, " .., 
'just talk' a couple of  times a "~ • 
!;
r 
.~= ;~ 
~" 
-:l,, i~., .... The spring session of the ~. 
Legislature begins 
w. What issues Would 
to see the provincial .~ 
)rnment address? 
Bruce Bingham 
Environmental legisla- 
tion, that;s a priority. On the provin 
the provincial level, they come bacl 
are going to have to ad- 
dress transportation in 
the lower mainland, I ~ 
think a Royal Commission 
on~ Fo~stry is ~'badly, '~ 
needed to give direction 
to the forest Industry. 
Mike Vander Pioeg 
I'd like to see more of 
3rovinciaL tax money 
back into the north. 
Doug Gent 
Unemployment is a 
priority. Ais0, public hous- 
ing for the elderly who are 
being displaced by high- 
rise rental units. Funding 
should be made available 
. . . . .  "ram. 
Derby Maitland Hazel Cmtlen Pauli Martlskalnen 
Education! They need to evaluate They should address 
what is happening with transportation --  a ferry 
privatlzatlon, service to Kitlmat. 
• . ' ,  ' ,  . , 
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Let ters  to  the  Ecl t'Wr .... ' 
Loggers for newoverpass 
To the Edltori 
Recent articles and letters to 
the editor dealing with the latest 
mishap on the Sande Overpass 
involving a logging truck need 
some comment. 
When the person who wrote 
the letter eferring to the mishap 
where a young boy on a bicycle 
was killed by rolling logs on the 
overpass, she may have been 
honestly mistaken. There was a 
situation where a wire overhead 
had drooped down and was 
hooked by a passing log truck. 
The driver was not charged 
because the truck was legally 
loaded. He just happened to be 
the unfortunate one going by at 
the time. 
The- RCMP have . recom- 
mended that trucks be re-routed 
off the overpass. We at the 
North West •Loggers' Associa- 
tion said this same thing after 
the accident on the south end 
claimed a young woman's life. I 
believe it was the Terrace Review 
who interviewed me at the time. 
We said it then and we say it 
now: the safest way to run a 
truck through a congested area 
is to keep it going in a 'straight 
line. Agaiii~ we are only days? 
months? years? away from an- 
other overturned truck onthe  
overpass. Chip trucks, with their 
low center of gravity, are 
relatively safe. Lumber trucks,. 
however, are not, and we could 
make book on what it will be 
next - -  lumber truck or log 
truck on its side on the overpass. 
Anyone of a dozen mechanical 
failures can create a disaster. 
So where do we go.'/The Ken- 
nay St.  crossing is unsuitable 
with all the extra traffic. If you 
go to Frank St., you will find 
there is not sufficient room be- 
tween the railway track and the 
highway for a truck to stop 
without being on the track. 
There is a possibility of widening 
this crossing, but it would need 
easements from peoperty owners 
and I am sure the CN would 
want some input. 
The only logical solution is a 
new overpass to the west of the 
present one. 
Alex Houlden, 
North West 
Loggers' Association. 
Thanks from museum 
To the Editor; 
The Terrace Regiona l  
Museum Society Board of Direc- 
tors would like to send a warm 
thanks to all the people who 
contributed to the success of the 
Heritage Celebration which took 
place at the Arena banquet room 
on Sunday afternoon, February 
26. 
Mamie E. Kerby, 
• Terrace, B.C. 
Saskatchewan celebration 
To the Editor; 
Greetings .from Eastend,  
Saskatchewan. 
We are 75 years old this year 
and we are going to celebrate! 
On June 30, July 1 and 2, 
1989, we are going to have a 
great time. On Friday you Can 
dance to the Olde Tyme Fiddlers 
from Swift Current or on Satur- 
day dance (or just listen) to the 
band Sensation from • Kimberly, 
B.C. 
Besides local talent, we will 
have College 9 from Saskatoon, 
a super parade on Saturday, 
fashion shows and entertain- 
ment for all three days. Sunday 
there will be an Olde Fashioned 
picnic. 
We'd love to hear from 
anyone who •used to live in East- 
end or area. 
To register, or for more infor-• 
marion, please contact he East- 
end 75th Anniversary Commit- 
tee, Box 334, Eastend, Saskat- 
chewan, SON 0T0. 
Janet L. Bidaux, 
Secretary, 
Eastend 75th 
Anniversary Committee. 
ABC PLUMBING 
& HEATING LTD. 
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Sometimes my children and I 
talk about the olden days -- 
, you know, back in rimebefore 
• color TV, when ever~flhing was 
black and white? :(My kids 
figure that since photographs 
and movies used to be only 
black and white, that's the way 
our lives were, too. Colors 
weren't around until Kodak in- 
vented them.) 
I don't want to get nostalgic, 
but things were different hen: 
I t  all seemed easier. More black 
and white, you might say. 
For example, there used to 
: be a song called Venus re- 
corded by "The Electric Blue". 
I remember my older brother 
telling me that we shouldn't let. 
Morn listen to the lyrics', 
because she wouldn't like them. 
It went "... I 'm your Venus, 
I'm your fire, at your desire." 
Pretty racy, eh? Well, my four- 
year-old has a Chipmunks' 
tape-,, and guess what racy song 
Alvin, Simon and Theodore 
have recorded? Yup, times 
have changed. 
When I was 10, I didn't 
know what a prostitute was. 
The idea wouldnever have oc-- 
curred to me. Well, lO-year- 
olds know. A friend of mine was 
watching the .news with her 
10-year-old a.ughter, when the 
newscaster mentioned some- 
thing about ]~r0stitutes. The, 
daughter asked, "What  is a 
prostitute, Morn?" Thishonest 
and dutiful mother proceeded 
by stephanie Wtebe 
Maria, a regular Character on 
the show, was explaining that 
she was pregnant :and would 
have a baby s0on~ My child 
found this announcement ex- 
citing. Two days later, because 
of reruns on the Canadian sta- 
tion, Maria announced that she 
was going to get married! Now 
this was really exciting. I 
wonder if the "Sesame Street" 
people know just what it is 
they're promoting. 
The point of all this? I. don't 
know. Sometimes I imagine my 
child, all grown up andrnarried 
with a family, shaking her head 
and saying to a friend, "Gee, 
when I was two and a half, we 
didn't, even know the word 
'hooker'! And have you seen 
the 'Sesame Sti'eet' special 
about transvestites yet?" 
Times have changed, indeed. 
i 
Riverboat Days committee 
While the wind is whistling 
down Lakelse ,~venue and the 
slush is seeping into the boots we 
thought we could thought we 
could throw away in February, it
is not easy to* remember that, 
Riverboat Days is just around 
the corner. 
But *it is, and luckily~''the 
-Riverboat Days committee is ig- 
noring the less-thantropical 
conditions and .getting on with 
that uniquely Terrace event,. 
t 
GeneraiMotOrs 0f canada Lid. donated this 1987 Oarnaro to the N0rthwest Community 
College automotive mechanicsprograrn last Thursday. The car features the latest in 
technology and will be used to help teach automotive and electronics tudents to work 
• on modern vehicles. AboVe, NWCC automotive electronics instr\uctorFrank Woodward 
and McEwan GM president Jim McEwan give the car the once.over following the official 
presentation of the keys. • 
RIVERBOAT COM M I I I E E STARTS PLANNING 
Contributed by the us here? Our choice/ We stay. return .to visit ~gain and bring, us start thiswheel rolling by at- 
others with them. : 
Let's all Of us Who love and 
appreciate our city and our area 
get together this• year for .River, 
boat Days, let's partic!pate; get 
tending .or sending a represen- 
tative to the next meeting of the 
Riverboat Days committee Mon- 
day, April 10 at•7:30 p.m. in the 
Royal Canadian Legion. 
because the scenery, the 
hospitality, the community spirit 
and the opportunities have 
wrapped Terrace around our 
hearts. Let us promote those 
feelings and share them with 
others. 
Riverboat Days .is the single 
bluest community :.project we 
have durmga year--- zt Is ad- 
vertised in tourist" and: travel 
brochures. Last year I spoke 
with four gentlemen from Ger- 
many who had come here to 
involved and help make ira gala .Come and bring your ideas, 
event never to be forgotten by  comed and  bring your plans, 
hosts and visitors alike. And let come and bring a friend. • 
to tellher daughter.aboutpros- "Riverboat Days 1989". How fish, heard about Riverboat 
titutes, realizing that.children about you out/here - -  the good "Days and extended their visit to 
these days should know the citizens o f  Terrace, the service include it theY were: not un- 
facts. It was not an easy ex- 
planation. The daughter• con- 
centrated hard on this disserta- 
tion, and then interrupted her 
clubs, ,the business organiza- 
tions? Have you started thinking 
about your participation this 
year? Well, now is the time. 
impressed. An event like River- 
boat Days has the.ability to-pro- 
mote our local businesses, at- 
tract people for a visit who just 
This week  inschools 
.Thursday,  March. 16 - -  tiOn" will be•held at the R.E.M. 
Thornhill Junior Secondary will Lee Theatre beginning at 8 p.m. 
be sending second term report Saturday; March 18--* .The 
cards home. ' ' "Gala "Performance": of ~ the 
Paciffc :N0.rthwest Music 
• Festival 'will be held /at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre starting at 8 
p,m. 
Tuesday, March 21 . .A t  
Thomhill Junior Secondary it 
will be parent's night to discuss 
mother, "Oh, you mean like a 
hookerT" It is surprising how 
much our children already 
know. 
Remember in the '60's when 
Bob Dylan sang "The times, 
they are a-changin' "? I 
wonder if Bob Dylan' s kids 
watched "Sesame Street". This 
educational show is on about 
four or five times a day, on 
various channels from the U.S. 
and Canada. Because of reruns 
and programming differences, 
the episodes on each station are 
not the same. One day, my pre- 
schooler was watching "Sesame 
Street" on a U.S. station, when 
Let's make 1989 the biggest 
and best ever. Let us extend that 
Legion-sponsored parade an ex- 
tra two blocks, let's decorate our 
store windows, get into period 
costume, get our club working 
on sponsoring new events, im- 
proving the ones we've spon- 
sored before, or at the very least, 
participating in the events that 
others sponsor. 
How many of us in Terrace 
came here for two to five years, 
stayed for 10 or 20, and plan to 
stay awhile longer, had children 
born here, watched them grow, 
saw them married and bear our 
grandchildren here? What kept 
I ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST II 
OUT. OF YOUR COMPUTER? F | 
IF NOT . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER. 
. ONE-on-ONE Tra in ing in  Most  Bus iness  App l icat ions  
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
• ACCOUNTING Software installation & Conversions in major 
pacl(ages Including ACCpAC; BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
'~ . . . .  CEB VBG ""n  
I-*~ ~, ~.: (GQ4) 635-3444. 
i;e!~; * 
k 
:Friday, March 17-  "Un' 
Festival de.Joie", lOti K,Shan 
Carnival Week, comes to a con- 
elusion with a. schoo!.assembly. 
Fflday, March 17- - .The  
Pacif i~ Nor thwest  MUsic 
,might stay or at. the very least, Festival "Scholarship Comps/i, student•perf0rmance. 
F ine  D in ing  
in quiet surroundings! 
1 9 P  46~t "~na'k e iS 1J;v:nu e 
WEST 638.8141 
Polly's Care, 
Chinese & Western• Cuisine 
M0n- -Thurs .  10:30 . .n~._  midnight  
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  1 a.m. 
~nday  12:00 a.m. - -10  p.m. 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S L 
RESTAURANT 
~A P" Chinese & Canadian Food ~ 
-f/J~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~[},~, 
Mo.  w,d  . JO . , .  - -  ,OOOp:,. 
~. ._  Thursday i l :30 a.m. - -  ll:OO p.ln.,-.'j.Jy. 
• ~ F r i .  Sat !1:30 a.m. - -  !;00 a.m. ~ '  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. lO:OO p.m. 
4643 Park Avenue - " 635.61.11 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
i ~ l  4606 Ore lg  Ave . ,  fo r  Take .Out  
Ter race ,  B.C.  Ph .  635-8184 
Copper 
Gr i l l , , , .  . so 635 66 Terrace Hotel 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 
7 a,m. to 9, p.m; 
~:~;Th is  spot could , 
be yours 
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-v{hcial~ourt dudn~ themonth . . :Wa~e Br(~wfi~vas+'fined$400 ": wednesday, Jnauary: 25' 
Of January according'to infer- for impaired riving, James Armstrong was fined 
marion provided by thecour.t fined "$1,000 for .impaired riving. 
registry: ' 
Tuesday, JanuarY 3 
, . ' ,  . . + 
Richard- Pritchfi.rd was sen- 
tenced to 30= days in jail for 
impaired riving. 
• -Wednesday, January 4 
Rick Eakin was fined $30 for 
exceeding the speed limit. 
.- " Fflday, January 6 
• .Dale'smith was sentenced to 
14 days. in jail and given a six 
month d~ivers]icense suspension 
L incoln Shaw' was 
$i,000 and was,.given a six 
month drivers license Suspension: 
• for dangerous ,driving. 
Norman Hail was fined $300 
and given a. six month drivers 
license suspension for impaire d 
driving. 
Timothy Wright was-.fined 
$50Oand placed onpr0bation 
for six months .for refusing tO 
provide a breath sample upon 
therequest .of a police officer. 
Wright was also fined $400 for 
driving with"a blood ,alcohol 
]mpatrea o.rlving.. 
Guilman Beaulieu was fined 
$500 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
t 
sample to a police officer. 
Randy Bailey was Sentenced 
to 14 days in jail and given a six 
month drivers license suspension 
impaired riving, for impaired riving. Bailey was 
Ryan Mom'o was fined $400"' also given a 60-day consecutive 
and given a six month drivers sentence for failure to appear in 
court, a 30-day concurrent sen- 
tence for failure to comply with 
a condition of recognizance, and 
a 60-day consecutive sentence 
for careless and unsafe handling 
of a firearm. 
Tuesday, January 31 
Phillip Thomas was fined 
$800 for driving with a blood 
alcohol content greater than 80 
for impmr" ed driving. content over the legal imit. 
Jerry Johns. was sentenced to 
three consecutive four-month 
jail sentences on three convic- 
tions of theft, license suspension for impaired 
< driving. 
' Friday, January 27 Gary Daniels was sentenced to
Gary Daniels was sentenced to 60 days in jail for theft. 
30 day s in jail and given a six Douglas Hudson was fined 
month drivers license suspens.ion $450 and given a six month 
for impaireddriving. Daniels drivers license •suspension for 
was givena second 14 day sen- impaired riving. 
tence, tO beserved consecutive- Edward Derrick was fined 
ly; and an; additional six month $500 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension on drivers license suspension for 
conviction of a second charge of refusing to provide a breath milligrams per 100 milliliters. 
Terrence Boehm was fined 
$350 for possession of property 
obtained by a criminal offense. 
Friday, January20 . ! 
Charles Cross was sentenced+~aP, lmabOve?Are you retired, or semi-retired, and 55 years of age.or. 
'fined:== Are you interested in living in an affordable housing 
to four months in j~ l  for escap- 
~' Ricky, Moore was fined. $850 ing:fi-omilawfulcustody. 
~d +prohibited from driving for . ~ik6y 1'imberlake was. 
• one:year:foi.+tefdsingt0pr.ovide i.~$500 and.+ given a six "hmnth 
' a:~br'eath,sampleWhen're¢iuested~:~<drivers license,suspension for +I l u ' l i t -  i l l  qtl iet~ sce l l i c  surroundings? 
t0d0s0  by a Polic e,0fficer. - " imp~dreddriving, . . . .  " 
TerranceArmstongwasfined + :..Wayne Hamilton was sen- 
$100 for driving at a speed •in tem:ed:to threemonths in jail 
excess of  40 kilometersper hour and given a nine month drivers 
greater than the posted speed ++ license suspension for impaired 
limit, driv~g. 
Tolsec Canada Ltd.. was fined 
$250' for employing a person in. 
security work who did not hold 
a valid license under the Private 
In~,estigators and Security Em: 
ployees Act. 
Dianne Popoff was sentenced 
to three months in jail and 
Placed on. probation for one 
year for impaired riving. + '
:Joseph Greniei" was fined 
$750~or i~pmred ri~ng... .~ 
Robert Tait was fined $200 
for theft, ' 
Farran Balatti was fined $50 
for a violation of the Liquor 
Control Act. 
Monday, January 9 
Hector .Lewis was fined $150 
for theft and $50 for illegal 
possession of a narcotic. 
Tuesday, January 10 
William Bolton was placed on 
probation for one year and sen- 
tenced to three-month concur- 
rent jail terms on each of 13 
counts ~ of + obtaining goods or 
services under false pretenses. 
Thursday, January 12 
Charles Morven was fir, ed 
$250 for assault. 
Louis Gray Was fined $800 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. 
Gordon Shirey was sentenced 
to two years less one day in jail 
and placed on probation for 
three years for breaking and 
entering with the intent o com- 
mit an indictable offense. Shirey 
was given an additional one- 
year concurrent sentence and a 
concurrent three-year probation 
order for culpable homicide. 
Michael Morrison was fined 
$550 for impaired riving, given 
a 'six month drivers license sus- 
pension, and fined $300 for 
committing mischief in relation 
to private property. 
Joseph Derrick was fined 
$150 for theft. 
Gregory Dundas was sen- 
tenced to seven days in jail for 
thefL 
Jeffrey Charlie was sentenced 
to 14 days in jail and given a six 
month drivers license suspension 
for driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
:David Grandison was fined 
$500 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired~drivin~..,: • ~ ~i 
Dwayne Bellrose was fined 
$400 +for impaired riving, $400 
for driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit, and 
given two six-month concurrent 
dri~,ers license suspensions. 
Peter Sinclair was sentenced 
to Six months in jail for theft. 
Thomas Gagnon was fined 
$400 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Wayne Hamilton was sen- 
tenced to three ++months in jail 
and given a nine month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. 
Norman Levesque was given 
four three-month consecutive 
sentences in jail and placed on 
probation for two years on four 
counts of breaking and entering 
and Committing an indictabie 
offense. 
Jason Kinney was given four 
three-month consecutive sen- 
tences in jail and placed on 
probation for two• years on four 
counts of breaking and entering 
and committing an indictable 
offense. 
Monday, January 23 
Marcus Paquette was fined 
$900 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Daniel Senechai was fined $75 
fo r  creating a disturbance in a 
public place and $75 for ob- 
structing a police officer: 
Tuesday, January 24 
Hazel Robinson was fined 
Monday, Januery 16 $350 and given a six month 
Marcel Comeau was sen- 
tenced to 90 days in jail, placed 
on probation for three months 
and given a'six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Ronald Pirson was sentenced 
to 90 days in jail and given a six 
.month drivers Heense suspension 
.... " " fo r refusing . to. provid e a breath 
If your answer is yes, the Skeena Senior Citizens" 
Housing Society invites you to join the. "'family" at 
TWIN RIVER ESTATES. -- 
The c0ndominium-style housing units feature: 
v, maintenance,free exter|ors . , 
),, 930 square feet of self,contained 
• lav=ng space .  
v, sound-deadening construction . 
~,, a covered patio or balcony overlooking 
a landscaped courtyard I l~lK~ ~IL  
~,' carpor, t Space ~ ~ r " ~  i~ .  =. 
v,a rear yardWlth Space fora small +~, . , . ;~  ~ \ , 
vegetable garden = 
~, safety and secur.ty features such as : 
smoke detectors and outside intercom .... 
A large multi-purpose building is also available for family gatherings, recreational 
activities, shop-related projects, and storage. 
COS[ :  $50,500* for the standard unit (930 sq. ft.) 
$60,500* for the deluxe unit (1170 sq. ft.) 
* Includes a $2,000 interest bearing loan payable upon completion of 
the second phase of 32 units. 
Buy Back: A unique buy-back arrangement will allow you to 
receive a refund of your original purchase price. 
Monthly Service Fee Includes: 
~, property taxes 
,~ all electrical costs - -  heat and power 
,,, uti l i t ies- water, sewer, and garbage pickup 
~' outside maintenance --  including snow removal 
~,, insurance on buildings 
Not Included: Appliances, cable T.V. costs, 
contents, telephones. 
How Much Time Is There To Decide? 
.+ • 
insurance on 
NOT MUCH. Building costs and interest rates are on the rise. These 
prices can only be guaranteed for the first 32 units and we are past the 
half, way point in sales. 
A $6,000 deposit will ensure that a unit will be built for you. The 
balance is payable on occupancy of the unit, scheduled for completion 
in late October. 
Mr. Fred Berghauser 
(Society President) 
635-6634 (Evening 0
Contact: 
Mr. Dennis Palmu 
(Construction Manager) 
635.3626 (Days) 
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.... : 0 '0  ba nee • hool .spo-  .... Recruit,ng throWs so ' . . . .  r t  ....... : ..... . . . . .  .... . i i: 
College recruiting of  athletes 
is the norm, and has been for 
• several years. 
I t ' s  also knownthere 's  
• recru i tment  in high school 
sports, especially.in areas where 
there's an abundanceof popula- 
t ion - -  like the lower mainland. 
In  recent weeks, the Van- 
couver Province riewspaper has 
carried a series on  .this conten- 
tious issue of-student transfers 
and athletic eligibility. 
Among schools 'receiving 
publicity over alleged recruit- 
ment is Richmond High School, 
home of the top-ranked senior 
boys' basketball team - -  Rich- 
mond Colts. .... 
This is the same team that 
came to Terrace and beat .,our. 
Caledonia Kermode boys in two 
exhibition games. 
At least wo Colt players were 
interv iewed about  cross- 
boundary transfers. They more 
or less felt it was a storm in a 
teacup. 
One of the players - -  Graeme 
Lindsay - -  wrote a letter to the 
Province in response to the 
paper's article on transfers. 
• Lindsay wrote: "Both An- 
drew Zawada (another Colt 
player) and I feel your article has 
left a dark shadow over Rich- 
mond High and ourselves. We 
had spoken to you for about 20 
minutes and l isted several 
reasons why we made the 
transfer. 
"All  you could gather from 
that was that I went because o f  
the trips and that Andrew was 
recruited by a university coach. 
. "You stated, that recruiting 
"""does happen; that may be. so, 
..... but as I told you before in the 
Case of Andrew and I, absolutely 
/.,.no recruiting occurred. Unless 
~:~winning and playing good teams 
is a recruiting tool?" 
Lindsay apparently feels it's 
okay to look around for the best 
'deal' if you're a six-foot-five- 
inch top provincial prospect. 
In another letter to the Prov- 
.ince, Mark Donahue of Burnaby 
had •this to say: " I  feel a student, 
must play in the school district 
he or she resides in. 
"An athlete who lives in one 
district, such as Andrew Zawada 
t,=o,~ . . . .  i . ' the iower  mainland, for his final : sore thumb. .• : i, i.,:i i): i ./ i  :~ " : 
"~ur  area remains, untouch'ed ~, :yeariof.high :sCh0~oL i: :' iii :~.>: One :player: fr0m:ithe::i i9~ :: 
"n fin erofr~cruit  : I ts 'p'aidoff  for •Bolster, who. Prince.: Ruper t  Ra]nmaker.  by thewagg] g g . . . .  .- - .. , .... , ,  . . . .  ~ ,  .:: ........... . : 
,,,,,,t ;,,~, : as basketball ~s i s  now definite material for the basketball: team Who Won the '  
• concerned• .. : i ..: : "g2,Ol~llpicsi, ) . .  , ,~ ~.B,C~ title, canrverify howiheW~: : /  , 
• There' . . . .  e Of  Smithers " But> basketba!~ in our area iS' , ,ch~ed,,  -by 'a private' :School: ~>:: • . . . . . .  s the cas , , ' : ,  , , ...~..., ,',, :.'..~,,._:, . . . . . . . . .  • . . ': , :, : . . . . .  : ,,-, . 
High SchOol" wrestler :Heath '~ h0tl, a recruitable School. sport, whose academics.were obvi0usly.;.,.: i:i:: 
Locals place in 
Rupert bonspiel 
-. Terrace teams came out with a 
Win and a runnerup placing at 
March 4 weekend's 37th annual 
Prince Rupert Ladies' Bonspiel 
, at the Rupert Curling Club. 
Linda Mov01d of the home: 
town club needed an extra end to 
defeat Kathy Butterfield 10-7 in 
the  final of .'A' event. 
T¢rrace's Kim MacDougall 
came, out as winner of 'B' event. 
She beat Sue. Comadina of 
Rupert 9-4 in the final. 
.=, it was an all-Rupert final for 
'C ~ event, Jenny McLean won 
that 13-7 over penny Brown, 
For :D' event, Wendy Atchi- 
son came on topwith a 6-2 vic- 
;tOry over .Terra~e's ~ Anna Le- 
in. e tlml; ;. , 
who resides •in Vancouver and 
• attends school in Richmond, 
should not be eligiblc tO play for 
Richmond. How oftendo teams 
f rom the lower mainland ~orthe 
Fraser Val ley travel to the i 
north? Thus •, transfers: from the I 
north  to  the south, wi l l  Bolsteri who moved to the•lower •N0r. are' !other :.spSrts:: for that-secondary to the youth's:basket, ~:'. ) :: 
continue," :. ' " ,.~,~m ,a~,and for:his final Year .of : metier; : .> . i . . . . . : .  :./;: .:. ::::,~: ball skills. .... : : : " ' ,  >, 
:. e,,.,,o ~,~l,kL,;~',~, ¢~irne.~,in:: hi ' f i  school " :": ~ i : Big private: schools: in.: the. : It,s asmall irritating matter.,in::i:? i • :'. i 
, , , ,h,~ ~n,,, o~,~,,,"/h~, ' ~)~.~."-~ l l s te r  rea l ly  wasn ' t  lower ,  main land do- .have  school pohbcs, but:can rmn;: .~ '... 
V~t . ,C . I~V ' I~ , 'W,•  ~ a L V V V  ~ , U ~ $ U L ; .  , I , , I .A '~¢"  , , , t L~,~r~&a . ~ - ~¢ . ' " ""  ' " ,  " *  ' -  " • , • • , • - . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ , " 
nlaver? A talented star:gets l~ed recruited. AS a top Canadian borderline recruiting ,tattles; i sports programs if' allowedi:to "!:: i/!~i: i 
to : a school and cuts out a wrestler with. better • coaching .... They• butter, it over,. but no  flourish. ; . . . .  , . . i .  !il :, 'i 
youngster who's worked hard all and stxonger.competition:needed : matter how you look•• at i t ,  For the time being, we appear . 
his life to earn a place on the to hone his skills, he moved to ::' 'recruitment': stands out like a to be safe in the Northwest. : ' 
. • . ( . . .  ' , 
The Caledonia Kermodes boys' basketbal l  team emerged laden with medals and a trophy after their v ictory in the 
Northwest zone f inals played the first weekend of March in Ter race . .  
Bantams I 
win three 
Terrace Inland Kenworth ban- J 
• tams warmed up for this ] weekend's four-team mini- 
minor hockey tournament at  
Houston by beating Prince 
George 'B' bantams in three ex- 
hibition games at Terrace on 
March 4 weekend• 
In the Friday night opener, 
Terrace got goals from six dif- 
ferent players as they beat the 
visitors 6-3, Rich Piattoni, Ivan 
Laschenko, Ryan Mathews, 
Dawson Kelln, Davey •Jones and 
Jared Ewart were the marks- 
men.  
The game at noon Saturday 
was an 8-1 rout for Terrace with 
• Laschenko, Piattoni and Dennis 
Bannister each firing a pair of 
goals• 
The windup game on the Sun, 
day morning turned out to be 
the closest - -  4-2 for Terrace• 
Jones, Bannister, Ewart and 
Laschenko scored our goals, 
This weekend Terrace goes up 
against three tough teams at 
Houston. They meet Ptinc~e 
Rupert 'A', Houston and B u r n s .  
Lake, .... . 
The scores are.. .  , . .  
• • • TERRACE MEN'S  BASKETBALL  LEAGUE-:* • ' " • 
March 9 --' Ev's Clippers 108, Kluee end.Sofia 80 (high scorers --  Richard Klein-44, EmleFrosee 29)~ 
March 9 - -  All Seasons 85, Skesna Hotel Masters 63. (high scorers - -  ;Jim Kellai' 22, Roland Barton 19) 
These are the final regular seasongames• Play0ff begins this week. - * *. 
TERRACE MEN'S  RECREATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE • 
PLAYOFFS 
Quarter  f inals I 
March4 -- Inn of theWest 7, Northern, Motor Inn Oklee 5 
Inn of the West wins the one game series, Northern Motor Inn 
March 5 " Skeena Hotel 3, North Coast Auto 2 (Shoot out) 
Skeens Hotel leads the best of three, 1-0. 
March 7 --. Norm's Auto Reflnlehlng 3, Inn of the West 2 
~orm's Auto Reflnlshlng leeds the best of three, 1-0. 
.% 
March 9 -- North Coast Auto 7, Skeens Hotel 5 . 
Best of three seriestied, 1-1.. . .././.. 
Finals start March 16, 8:15 p.m., a best of three series. Second game SatUrday, March 18,8:15 p.m.and If. 
- . . • 
I 
A • complete  persona l i zed  
• insUranceAgency  fo r  • 
Home • L i fe • F ire 
• Boat  • Bus iness  
• AUTHORIZED &9 ,E~TS 
L 
necessary, Sunday, 5:45 p.m. for game thr~. 
Sponsored  by . . . . ,  • 
B aid Insur.ancc i 
Agencies Ltdi 
Come in to our  o f f i ce  a t  
4648 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race  
• ' Phone  638-8581 
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First time 
These are the boys selected as Most Valuable Player (Steve Dewacht Of the Kermodes) and first and second all- 
stars at the Northwest zone "AAA" basketball championship tournament held in Terrace on the March 4 
weekend, 
:i , ,i! i:i!NorthwesLt bowlers head south 
Saskatchewan starting May 6. 
Each d iv i s ion . -  bantam, 
junior "and senior - -  has male 
and female singles reps and all- 
male and all'female team reps. 
They use three lanesat •Bur- 
naby.., bantams are at Middle- 
gate Sports Bowl, juniors a t  
:'"::Thirty-six Northwest zone 
five-pin bowlers head for Bur- 
naby this •weekend wh~e they'll 
take part in the annual B.C. 
Youth Bowling Counci l  
playoffs. 
Representatives from Terrace, 
K i t imat,  Pr ince Rupert ,  
Slithers and Houston will be 
rol l ingfor berths in national 
" Michelle Hendry of Terrace 
:saw her Simon Fraser University 
women's b~sketball season come 
/to a~'iiiek$~d On March 5 week- 
e~d: when ~ theY • Were: eliminated 
fin •the best-of-three-district one 
finals 0n:two straight.games by
?Western Washington. 
for each division in the North- Christine 
west are as follows: 
.Bantam 
Boys' singles 2-- Craig Mis- 
feldt (Slithers). Girls' s ingles- 
Tracey Blans (Slithers). 
Boys '• team - -  Danny Guen- 
ther, Neff Wagner, Shane 
Deverson, Jackie 
Hays, Krista Brown and Beth 
Yearwood (Prince Rupert). 
Junior 
Boys' singles --  Matt Soules 
(Terrace). Gifts ~ singles -- Kari 
Haugland (Terrace). 
Boys' team--  Jason Prevost, 
fo r lad Jes : ,  :: :.. 
L . :  ~ 
The Terrace sports scene will 
have a new entrythis pring and : 
summer - -  the Terrace Hotel 
Shooters junior ladies' fastball 
team. 
Assistant coach Pete Pauls 
says the formation of the team is 
an attempt to makeuse of the 
rich softball talent in the North- 
west. 
• "There are 14 junior ladies' 
teams registered• in B.C., with 
the nearest one at Prince 
George," he told us. "Our goal 
is to make our mark at provin- 
cial championships at White ,.~,. 
Rock on July 14 weekend:" ii 
Long-time umpire and provin- 
cial coach Bob Turner will han- 
-'die coaching chores, and has 
ali;eady attracted-top talent. 
More-players are needed, 
• however, and if interested, you 
can contact Panls at home 
(635-529.1). 
'Plans include playing area 
fastball teams, including the 
midget gifts. : 
Lougheed Lanes, and seniorsat Petersen, Donavon Whitleyand David Halley, Kevin Pongracz, ~, l f ,~ l l i f , , t L~ 
Old Orchard Lanes. Mark Seidel (Prince Rupert). Jason Banville and Peter Murie : 1111J  W I V V  
finals coming up at Regina, •Individual arm team players Girls' team - -  Kathleen Ogilvie, (Terrace). Girls' team - -  Dawn" 
.... Hendry  ",,-.,,°., t rey '  Seaso eve fo SherriBishop, AinaAdashynski O 1 : ' n r r and Tracy Coriiish (Prince Allthemedalswenttooutside 
Rupert). 
teams at Prince Rupert's novice 
The injury-plagued Clan girls 
held their own in the Saturday 
opener, but came up on the 
short end of a 59-57 score. Hen- 
dry, the district one high scorer 
for her freshman season, was 
held to o.nly 14 points by 
Western's effective double- 
coverage on the six-foot, two- 
inch' c~qtet:. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; '": ~ 
Game to south of  the border 
was much worse'score-wise. The 
Clan lost this one 77-60 to wind 
up a highly successful season on 
a bum note. 
For the first time on the long 
season, Michelle was held out of 
double figures (scoring only 
eight), due once more to highly 
• effective double cover. Western 
Washington advances to meet 
Canada edges Finns 
Close to 3,000 hockey fans 
were treated to a 6-5 overtime 
victory by :team Canada against 
team Finland in an exhibition 
game March 10 at Kitimat's 
Tamitik. " 
Finland to6k a 4-0 lead in the 
opening 12 minutes, but Canada 
won on Bryan Beasley's over- 
time goal. 
The Toronto native's econd 
goal of the game gave Canada its 
second win in three• outings 
against he Finns. The national 
teams will play a total of six 
games during a British Colum- 
ibis tour, 
Finland took an early lead in 
the first period with singles from 
Jukka Seppo, Teppo Kivela, 
Nika Nieminen and Kari Lai- 
tainen, but the Canadian rallied 
to trail 4'2 after 20 minutes. 
The two teams exchanged 
goals to end the second period 
5-3 as Jarno Kuusisto completed 
theFinnish attack. 
Richard Hajdu of Victoria, 
• Brandy Semchuk of Cangary, 
Brian McReynolds of Pene- 
tanguishene, Ont. and Mike 
Moiler of Red Deer, Alta. were 
the other Canadian goal scorers. 
i~'--~~JJJJ@JJ.-JJ-JJ..-~j,..--~ 
| 
PSYCHIC  LLANA i 
the district two Winner (Concor- 
diaCollege) with the top team in 
that series going to N.A.I.A. 
-finals at Kamas:City. : : 
As for Hendry, she had the 
most explosive season ever by a 
rookie. She was named out- 
standing player of the district, 
scored 611 points on the season 
.for a 22.63 game average (a Clan 
record) and also set a Clan mark 
with a 62.4 shooting percentage. 
Senior 
Boys' singles - -  Ken Scruton 
(Slithers). Girls' singles --  
Brenda Dragomatz (Houston).' 
Boys' team --  Zeffy Santucci, 
Mike Bradley, Jeff Sisson, 
Owen West and Jason Malanson 
(Kith-nat): Girls' team - -  Sherri 
Woods, Tanya ,Simone, Cheryl- 
Lyn German, Arlene McMillan 
and Rachel Ferguson (Prince 
Rupert), 
minor, hockey tournament on 
March 4 weekend. 
The playoff for gold. and 
silver.: medals featured two 
Kitimat teams with Johmton- 
Barc lay-Scai fe  defeat ing 
Eurocan 1-0 on a shootout. 
The bronze medals went to 
Wilkinson Canons of Terrace as 
they edged Doyle's Blazers of 
Terrace 3-2 in another shootout 
contest. 
. ; . ; • : i• -~ - 
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TW 200 at 
n's Mar 
/ 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1N4 
: ••  :• :• . . . -  , • r ,  
RETURNS 
Past, Present and Future Revealed 
Terrace: Srnithers: 
March 19 thru 24 March 28 thru 30 
One hour session $25.00 
In Terrace Phone: by appointment in Smithers Phone:', 
Sharlene 635-&1.18 Roxane 847-5752 
t l l i J  : _ - - - "  • - . I am im d N i i  i [ i m  [m l l i i . ¢ l l i  
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Biggest wheel on 
campus • $ 
~' . M°k,, ~,our mark and make it 
200. 
its lat tires, low seat and down 
" & dirty styling make it the sassiest 
ride on the road. Or off it. 
Come see the TW 200 with 
~ electric start. 
You'll feel the electricity even 
before you turn it on. 
BIG WHEELS. SMALL PRICE, 
YAMAHA 
We make the difference. 
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so c cer, 
grow,ng 
A recent article in the B.C. 
YouthSoccer Magazine Whistle 
claims "~ Prince -Rupert's youth 
soccer league is rapidly gaining 
in numbers on  the huge Terrace 
registration. 
Joaniie MacDonald's in-depth 
study brings out the facl~ that 
Rupertlofficially joined B.C. 
Youth 'Soccer in January of 
1988, and for that season had 
300 boys and girls signed up 
from under-seven to under-14 
age groups. 
This Season sees them expand- 
ing tO under-15 with as many as 
three teams in the older, age 
group. 
Association chairman Garry 
Rabel said they're thinking of 
allowing these division-one 
players to compete in an inter- 
city league with Terrace and 
Kitimat. 
Rupert expects to set up 
'select' teams,-or all-star squads 
to play regular summer league 
games against eams in a higher 
division at home. 
;/L!i~!: 
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The coast association runs an 
indoor season from Janua/y to 
March, then moves outdoors for 
play. They had a huge windup 
,?.i 
TheTerrace Peaks gymnastic lub got a piece of good news last week -- their national evel coach George Bar- 
ranyai signed on for another year. Barranyai's skill showed results for these girls at•this Year,s Northern B.C. 
Winter Games: medals and ribbons were won by (back, left toright) Kirsten Holkestad, Jennifer Neves, Lindsay 
Roberts, Heather Albright, Charlotte Jordan, (front)Trina Mateus, Felicia Arbuah and Stephanie Kuhar. 
Steroid ;use suspeCted here 
tourney in June of last year that Steroid use in Terrace isn't an 
attracted up to 500 fans. established fact. There is enough 
Rabel says soccer has now evidence, however, to say that it 
replaced minor hockey as the does e~st: and: :while paren[s 
most popular part ic ipation _~h0uldn't be alarmed, they 
sport. Their current goal is should be aware. 
bu i ld ing a c lubhouse at According to an RCMP 
Roosevelt Park field, spokesman, there is definitely a 
At Roosevelt hey can play "suspicion of use" in Terrace 
four mini-games us.ing cross- and there is cause for concern. • 
field action. As the group grows, Young people and their parents 
they'll ineed more playing fields, have to  be made aware of the 
That's being looked at right dangers involved, he ~sa~'s. 
now. Besides the well publicized 
Minor hockey has had inter- health risks, young athletes 
city/'ep team league playing for should know that they are not 
several years. Soccer people at us ing pharmaceutical drugs - -  
both Kitimat and Terrace are they are using an illegal 
hoping Rupert can join in on a Substance no different han co- 
similar program, caine or heroin. 
Coming events 
in local sports 
It has been estimated by some mai gain would onlybe a few 
sources that there may be as pounds, probably less than five. 
many as 25 local people involved Other signs include insomnia, a
with steroids,, and as many ~ 10 huge appetite and irritability. 
Some of the dangers in steroid 
Kitimat is hosting its fourth 
annual St. Patrick's walleyball 
tournament his Friday and 
Saturday at Riverlodge. Three 
player teams sign up by Thurs- 
day at Riverlodge. If you wear 
green while signing up, you get a 
discount. 
Kitimat has its annual spring- 
i break road hockey tournament 
:.coming up March 28 to  30. 
: ' 'A ' "  . 
to 15 of these could be:teen-" 
agers. Probably alLof these teens 
are involved in either weightlift- 
ing or body building, but most • 
probably aren't interested in 
competition - - they just want to 
look good at the beach. 
The temptation is great. It's 
becoming evident that many 
Olympic athletes are using .~ter- 
oids, and some young men 
would do almost anything to 
parade the beach looking like an 
Olympic athlete. In fact, the 
temptation among Olympic ath- 
letes is so great, as Dr. Bob 
Goldman points out in his book 
Death in the Locker Room, a 
survey o f  100 top athletes who 
had" never won a medal were 
asked the question, " I f  you had 
:: a drug that would guarantee you 
• a medal but would kill you in 
five years, would you take it?" 
Seventy-three percent answered 
"yes". 
Steroid use should be obvious 
to parents; and there are some 
danger signals. The most obvb 
ous may be a teen in a weightlift, 
ing program who gains 20 to 30 
pounds in six weeks -- he's 
using steroids. Weightlifting 
professionals say that the nor- 
use include kidney and liver 
diseases and psy;6h01ogical prob- 
lems, particularly when the user 
is off the drug and unable to  
perform as before. But there 
may be an even greater danger 
than cancer or kidney fai lure-- 
the self-ifijecti6n of a~ unknown 
substance. AIDS and hepatitis 
are just two of the killers - -  and 
steroid users have no way • of  
knowing where the product 
came from. 
Sharedneedles • are an obvious 
hazard. But you don't have to 
share a needle to contract one of 
these diseases. According to 
Skeena Medical Health Officer 
Dr. David Bowering, a shared 
vial can be just as dangerous. 
These and many other perti- 
nent facts can be foundin Gold- 
man's book and it may be good 
advice for concerned parents or  
teens to look for a copy, Ac- 
cordifig to Randy Harvey of the 
Los Angeles Times, ,'No parent 
with a child in sports can afford 
not to read this book." 
According to his book's pub- 
lisher, Goldman is a world-class 
record holding athlete, a leading 
Teams should get together and 
!i:regiSter at Riverlodge. 
~~ ,Ticket~ are on sale at Copper- 
ii'side Foods for Terrace's annual 
i~flgure :skating carnival coming 
',:~up: March 22nd and 23rd. 
~iTi6kets can•also be purchased at 
~the :door each •night. 
ii~i:,i:.i:ZOne 7 playdowns in soccer 
A:~for: next July's Summer Games 
!!i~t Surrey will be held the first 
~,!w~k, in June L Te.a~.s mus! 
can sign up this Friday and 
Saturday for Kitimat Youth Soc- 
cer at the City Centre Mail. 
Registration is 6 to  8 Friday 
night and 11 to 3 on Saturday. 
Ladies of junior age who are 
interested in playing fastball this 
coming season are asked to con- 
tact Pete Pauls of the Terrace 
• Hotel  Shooters Team at 
635,5291. 
Car theft charges laid 
TERRACE --  A Terrace rest- had been rolled over and police 
say it was a write-off, The car 
was valued between $4,000 and 
$4,500. 
About 30 minutes, after the /
accident RCMP received a sto- 
len vehicle report ~ on the car, 
The accused man was not in- 
dent was charged by local 
RCMP with car theft and pos- 
session of stolen property after 
he crashed in a vehicle he al- 
legedly stole on Feb. 25, 
The 21-year-Old man was ar- 
rested near the scene of the 
accident about five kilometers 
expert on androgenic steroid 
chemistry and its effeCts,, and 
chairman of the A/nateur Ath- 
letic Union Sportsmedicine com- 
mittee, and chairman" of Ath- 
letes Against Drug Abuse 
(AADA). This isn't an attempt 
to hawk Goldman's book. It's 
Simply that it appears to be the 
only authoritative manual 
available on what could be the 
drug scourge of the eighties, 
The  Terrace Eibrary has a 
copy a~dit can a l~ be ordered 
through:io~l book stores, ~:,, , ,  :~ 
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MO GSERVIC 
Try a classified ad in 
MAPLE RIDGE 
MISSION- 
NERNTT... 
and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
All for just 
'159. 
south of the Mount Layton Hot jured in the crash. He.will aP~ 
Springs 0tt Highway 37. The pear in Terraceprovincialco~rtl ~ 
vehic!e, a 1985 Mer~ L~;  on March •lT, -• ........ .••:,. •~ 
You can get blanket coverage: 
• of B.C. with a classified ad •. 
in 90 newspapers, 
for as little as$159. 
That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
If you're BUYING, SELLING : 
or simply TELLING, 
IT PAYS TO SPRFAD: 
THE WORD. 
• For more information 
call this newspaper at 
635-7840 
or 1-669-9222 
(Blanket coverase service also availableln oth~ :i ,i
Provinces- Alberta SI25; Manitobl S85; $1sk, ,i:• 
SI0~. Ontario $275; Atlantic Pco~.in,~ S .L~i, 
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negotiate from a position of 
c0~pany announced last strength,',+he remarked. 
week +that it'(wil'! invest The-mill is designed to pro- 
- $300milli0nto¢onstruct a duce 700 tons per day, and 
pulp .mil[at, an undisc losed Cooper said hehas already so- 
• " cured Asian4'markets for the 
l~cation,+on the; north producti0m .!He + is! currently in 
+ . coast,;, - 
north coast location b~ause it is . will require •an additional The mill will :be a thermome,: ........ ".,< ........... 
¢loSertothe market,.destinationS.. 300,000 cubic meters to achieve chanical type rather than the 
than" >Vancouver. ,At ::¢ui'rent : fullproduction, • more costly and environmental, i ::: .~/ii!: 
shipping rateS:: his customers He said "discussions .have ly  6ontroversial kraft: itypei :i'!:i:i:~7::>; 
• wouldsave about $100,000 per been l~eld'.' with the Kalum For- Thermomechanical mill: + . . . .  
shipment, r est District office regardingthe tually no chemicals t :+:'?'~" :: 
"+Orenda:holds a forest license extra fiber supply• Asitka will down the,fiber. +•'"~ 
• ~+Asitka Resource Corp,.is the 
parent company of Orenda For- 
eSt !+Products,. a' Stewart,based 
logging company. In  an ~inter- + 
vie w FridayHughCooper, Asit- 
ka's president and principal 
shareholder, said he +hopes con- 
strUction willbegin •this spring. 
Co0per estimated it •will take 16. 
nionths ~tO build the .mill. and 
between two and three years to  
have:it fully operational. " ' ~ 
It will be located +on tidewate~ 
somexvhere on the north coast, 
but Cooper declined to name the::. 
specific ..:area. "It's , under - 
negotiation, and I want to 
- .  +. 
Moving .. 
(council) 
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What happens when council i
sends an item to committee? I t -  
comes back to council with a 
recommendaion.., eventually. 
And:this is the reason for Alder- 
:man-.Darryl, Laurent's •Policies +, 
and ~'r ior i~s subcommittee .~)  
to turn "eventually" into 
"quickly". 
Laurent attended a Communi- .  
ty and Recreation Services Com, +,, 
mittee meeting last month and i 
two+ items of interest •appeared. : 
The first was a recommendation: 
the committee made in June,. 
1987. This recommendati0n sug- 
gested that the poss ib i ! i ty0f  
upgrading at least part of, the 
Ferry Island campsite to a full- 
service facility should be in ,  
vestigated. The Superintendent 
of Parks and Recreation •has  
been given a target date of June 
8, 1989 on this item, to discuss 
the ideawith other city depart- 
ments andreport back to the 
committee. 
The second item also has its ' 
roots in 1987 --.in fact it came 
from .the. city's 1987 suggestion 
contest. It may be fortunate, 
however, that this item was 
delayed - -  it may already be ob- 
solete and the city has been 
saved the cost of its replace- 
ment. The suggestion was to in- 
stall an air-to-air heat exchanger 
in the swimming pool's heating 
system. The heat exchanger 
would cause warm exhaust air 
being released from the building 
to flow past incoming cold air 
thus heating the cold air and 
lowering the building's heating 
bill. 
According to Superintendent 
of Parks and Recreation, Steve 
Scott, though, a better system is 
now available. The new im- 
proved model also removes ex- 
cess humidity from the air and in 
addition to lowering the heating 
bill) may solve some of the 
humidity related, problems in the 
building. The investigation on ] 
this item continues. " " l_ 
the process of arranging financ, to:harvest 360,000 cubic meters 
ing for+the venture and.expects of Wood, from a portion Of the 
to have: the money in place by ~ +KalUm Forest District to the 
the end~6f:the:m0nth.i + : , >":>:n0rth+ and east of Meziadin 
CO0i~er/s~l'i::he:wefers ~the Lake. Cooper said the pulp mill 
: . ! . . ' i  ; .~ : t _  - . i ..... ' 
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• either seek another forest license Cooper said the 
or arrange to purchase existing willemployan opex . _ 
harvest from onc:iof tile forest just over 100workers. ~:, " . . . .  +:: i:- ;-i< : 
companies operating.in ;the:dis- :Asitka has been. in businessl II: ~i~.' 
trict; " + . ! : :Since 1983, o :: : :  ~+ ' ,ii::>::~i.{. +. 
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We are growing / 
with the commEty -! : ++'>+ 
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'(+/, More rural Canadians are enjoying increased access to postal products and services through retail !+: ) i+ii ,+!++~,i+? 
i~ '/ postal outlets in their communities. This is happening in partnership with hundreds of local businesses:i<:~:il ,, i:~i;i:~:i~);':':.~ 
': :~.~L q" fright across the country, in a variety of ways. +'+:i::G:::?i!i:?~(!~:! 
:In Rose Bay, Nova Scotia. we have another link in Canada Post Corporation's growing network of 
!!p6:stal outlets. This time i n a cg~um.~ where fortwo yeats,, re.tail service .was not provided through a 
~6~6i~/t[6~0fi'tlet. R ~ p0stal service is ri6~/l~r0vided in partnership ruth a'local business.: .... : -  
Whistler, British Columbia. Two new retail postal outlets, operated by local businesses, have~,/.)i::i!i'/ 
medthis yeari The new outlets complement the services offered at the Whistler corporate post .... >: 
ice. They are the first step to improved service in this rapidly-developing community. ~ : 
: "The response from the customers has been fantastic. It's working outwell." ii: 
- Harry McKeever, Operator, Retail Outlet , McKeever's General Store ~ 
"If eel that the postal outlet here is a great step in the right direction 
: toservice thepeople in the area. " 
:. - Sam Emmons, President, Rose Bay area Board of Trade 
rn Ste,F61icite'-de-l'lslet, ~bec  A retail p.ostal outlet is now offering postal services and. i:iii~!iii~i! 
ir0ducts.,: in a community where no post ottice crested before. . . . . .  : i:~ 
~i :i. "'In addition to'the services provided by a retail postal outlet established :~ 
in a local business, we now have the benefit of  our ownpostal code. "
/ -Jean-Paul Pellerin, Mayor, Municipality of Ste-F~licit~,de-l'Islet 
I Lewvan, Saskatchewan. A retail postal outlet is now open to'serve customers. The outlet 
~videscustomers with access to postal products and services. These services have not been 
dlable locally for four years. 
"The retail postal outlet in the Co.op convenience store is a good arrangenwnt 
i - they support e~ch other and i t ~  all thenecessarypostalservices." 
!ii" - Larry Davis, Councillor, Rural Municipality of Wellingt0n , Saskatchewan 
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businesses are benefiting from increased customer traffic. It means a better and s 
business base for the community. We hre building local partnerships with the communil 
biJsiness, to provide Canadians.with reliable, accessible and affordable postal service. 
:. • . .  
?: _ 
i i "~I 
,~  ;< . . . .  
Post is in rural Canada to stay, i
That's a promise. 
'C~ - 
CANADA POST CORPORATION 
Our commitment: better service foryou. 
i C 
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/; : ;  Commercial & .-, ,,. 
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~, Electronic E q u i p m e n t . .  / | 5239 Ke0th Ave., Terrace. 635,7158 | 
SA~r~ T.V. ' I I i . 
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• DESIGN--INSTAU"~ETION . ' Jon Blake I I I ~ , .  ~_. , ,~ ~,. LANZA prodm: ~| I -  
: co..~o':~-"~,o~=.~ ~5;,~5~2 I I I  '7" , ,-, ,o, o,, 0~;,o,,,,,-,, I t : ,  '"Business:635"4?02/ 
e VAWN REJUVENATION ~,m~e.c ~ 635-966~ I 4:rr08acW~,~.gh.~Y116L6 Pager :  638-2932: I
• PRUNING e SPRING CLEAN UP II I : I 
_:~ Terro¢e . I , " HI'QUALITY BELTING &: 1 CONTRACTING SERVICES / 
. ~ Durable-.. High Quality 1 Tree  .T r imm:ng " l l -  : -'g,%:'~h;'-~,%'","°,"_~ °~:~ " I I n f la tab le  Boat Repairs / 
Wdl cut down any t ree!~~ I I ~~n~,%~,ns  ~ I: Vulcanizing Repairs / 
USAFELYe" ~~i~' : l  l "  -.SnHtINNp~I~iH~£~&~I~E~RC'~O"UCTS ' - l '  I " " wespeciolizei"c0nveyorbe':l ." | installations, spli ing, and r polrs , I 
,.ooo.ooo aobii,,, to. Youe prote.,,o. T I I ~ ~ - A , , ~ _ :  xerrocel vulcanizing and pulley logging, , 
" 638-8530 24HOURISERVICE 0{311; 06(h~1 
" 635-7400 J L  I ~ , .~..~.~,, ;~ ;: 
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. ,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE  t | . AWWA Investments Ltd. ,, ~ <...,,,- I~ b38-8115 il~ '.I TERRACE ,S~)  SERVlCE I 'U  . Open#:30,-,0:30dally: *.:,C 
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Tradespeople am busy putting the final touches on the building that Will become the new 
provincial government "one-stop shopping" access center on the first week of April. The 
center, located at Eby St. and L~.elle Ave., will accommodate six provincial offices and 
several other organizations. 
GOvernment  ce nter '. 
i opening next month " 
• ) 
I TERRACE-  Six provincial been occupied by Consumer 
government services in four scat- Taxation and Motor Licensing. - 
tared locations arescheduled to Safety Engineering has been 
move into a single building April leasing space in the Terrace and 
1. District Credit Union I~ullding' 
The  B.C. government's new on a temporary basis while wait- 
Access Centre at3220 Eby St. ing for completion of theAccess 
will contain offices for the Gov- Centre. Employment Standards 
ernment Agent, .Employment and Liquor Licensing also have 
Standards and LiquOr Licens- temporary leaseholds on their 
ing, Mot0rLicensing, Conserva- office space at 4548 Lakelse 
tion Officer, Safety Engineering Ave. : 
and  Cohsuraer .Taxation...The - ~The':: .M~istry of En~ironme~f 
building is owned bY Terrace conservation officer service will 
restauranteur Manuel Da Silva, gain the most space and occupy 
and the government space - -  the largest area in the new build- 
1,295 square meters.-- is being ing. The present space, a BCBC- 
leased through the B.C. Build- owned building at 4829 Keith 
ings Corporation. BCBC cor- Ave., is just over 160 square 
porate affairs manager John meters of office and storage 
Murphy said last week the lease space. The conservation officer 
is an open renewable type for is slotted for 403 square meters 
five years, in the new location. • ] 
The move will leave premises Murphy said BCBC will be 
currently occupied by the gov- looking for a new tenant to ! 
ernment services vacant. The OCCUpy rthe present office. 
Goyernment Agent office has Other tenants in the newly- 
been at 4506 Lakelse Ave. for renovated building, formerly 
more than 20 years. The lease home to the now-defunct Omi- 
has expired, and BCBC has been • neca Building Supplies, will in- 
upen ng a r e s t a u r a n t  leasing it on a holdover basis clude the Terrace andDistrict 
from the owner, the Anglican Chamber of Commerce, 16237 
' ~ " , Church, until the new space is Community Futures and North- 
Opening a new restaurant or buying an ready. The same area has also west Community College. 
. existing oneareamongthemostpopular - Jo  d Super 670 
ways of goinginto business for oneself. " " " ' " ' " ' 
It's easy to see why. Canadians dine out n s e r e  
in suchlargenfimbersthattl.~ereis rakes on the 
always room " or so it appears - -  for 
. .  • , . 
- ' "by Phil Hartl, 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
three years of opening. 
another good restaurant, whetherTast Bill Keenleyside 
leyslde :_>..;.i 
The basic problem is that many entrepreneurs chOose the 
restaurant business because they are sociable by nature and see a 
restaurant as an opportunity to play the gracious host on a pro- 
fessionai level. Or they enjoy cooking and see a >restaurant asan 
opportunity to expand an entertaining hobby into a profitable 
business. 
Often, too, the entrepreneur has dined out so frequently that 
• he or she as a head full of ideas for improving themenu, making 
the decor more attractive and raising the quality of the service. 
It's obviously important to be a good host, to•enjoy cooking 
and have one's own ideas for a better estaurant. But they are 
not  by themselves enough to assure the restaurant will be suc- 
cessful. Sometimes they can stand in the way of success as when 
too much time spent being a good host leaves too little time to be 
a good manager. 
A restaurant is, first of all, a business and must be approached 
inthis way. It is, moreover, a business in which there is very little 
margin for error. Every aspect of its operations its location, 
menu, price range, service and decor - -  must be exactly right. 
They have to be if the restaurant is to generate the repeat 
business which all restaurants need if they are to succeed, An in- 
novative menu may attract afii•initiai rush of patrons, I~t  if the 
Iocation is wrong, or the parking is inadequate, they will be 
unlikely to come back. However imaginative the decor)it's 
unlikely to generate much repeat business if the service is sloppy 
or the prices too high. 
Suppose location, menu and all. other aspects .of the, ~. taurafit. 
are exactly right. Does that assure success? Not at all. To be suc- 
cessful, the restaurant must also be profitable, In the ~tensely 
competitive restaurant business, profitability most often depends 
upon the owner's ability to hold down costs, 
• " ,Again, many entrepreneurs approach the. restaurant business in 
terms of what they would like to offer their patrons rather than 
in .terms of what it ~ would cost them todo so. Their starting point 
should be the careful budgeting of every item of food and drink, 
including the garnish for the formerand th.e ice for the latter. 
They need to calculate time and prep/trati0ri, frequency with 
which specific dishes are served, and figure in the inevitttble addi- 
tional costs from spoilage and wastage, All tiffs requires a high 
degree of careful planning .and effective management, 
We'll look more closely at this aspect of the restaurant business 
in our next column. " . -> . .  .... . ~ . . .  
food or gourmet in character. 
Appearances,,l~owever,,,are P ticularly Keen 
deceiving in this Instance. The market 
may be there, but it is an exceptionally namedCo p V.P, 
demanding one. It isso demanding that, Terrace insurance agent Bill 
according to the Canadian Restaurant Keenleyside was chosen to be the 
and Food Services Association, ' eight of • B.C. regional vice-president for 
10 restaurants close their doors within . : Federated Co~0Peratives Ltd. at 
the FCL's 60th annual meeting 
held in Saskatoon at the end of 
February. Keenleyside, one of 
:19 board members, was re- 
elected to the position, which he 
also filled last year. 
The board represents 330 
retail Co-oP stores in western 
Canada and 750,000 individual 
members. In 1988, the organiza- 
tion's sales were $1.4 billion. 
Heavyweights! 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dear Customer 
The owners of the Skeena Mall have decided to enforce a clause in 
our store lease that forces us to be open for business on Sundays. 
Although we are not in favor of Sunday Opening we are legally 
bound to comply. 
We ask for your understanding in this situation and we will make 
every effort to provide you with the best service possible. 
Management & Staff 
,Goxd McConnell 
-'ghiela Olson 
J~!'Spencer 
Marilyn Kerr 
,>M~tay Ford 
Jesse Sangha 
Tim Belmond 
Dean Dietrich 
Sharon Peters 
Astrid Brandburn 
Wanda Chay, 
Lynda Biberdore 
Rick Slavic 
Frances Stanley Bobbi Woronchak 
Tony Demelo 
Todd Bellamy 
. q" 
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, !: Utility contra 
I t ' s  an historic agreement... 
The Kitsumkalum sewer connec- 
tion. This is the first agreement 
the city has ever signed for city 
services outside munCipal boun: 
daries, and the first agreement 
of•: i t s  kind the Kitsumkalum 
Band '~has e~,er had with anyone 
outside the reserve: " I t ' s  a two- 
way:street," says Kitsumkalum 
Chief Councillor Cliff BoRon. 
"Oar needs have been taken 
care of, but at the same time, it 
has helped open up the east end 
of the city." 
The Kitsumkalum sewer con- 
nectioh !to what Mayor Talstra 
sails, "one  of the most up-to- 
date systems in the Northwest", 
was :coordinated by Kitsum- 
kalum advisor Stew Hubbard. 
• created a tie-in 
fith Ave. pum[ 
will some daY. 
extend City ser 
West. "It has 
down and corn 
sion Satisfacto] 
says.Bolton. 
The" project was first pro- 
posed by the Kisumkalum Band 
on July 16, 1987, accepted in 
principle by ,the city two weeks 
later, and soon after an agree-. 
ment was made between the 
City,. the Kitsumkalum Band 
Council, and  the Ministry "of 
indian' and Northein Affairs. 
• Construction began last fall, and 
it was connected • to the city 
system on Feb. 25, 1989. 
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The Kltsumkalum sewer connection is the first agreement of its type between the city and a . . . .  
rural area and the first between the Kitsumkalum reserve and a municipal government. The : . ~- 
deal was signed by Chief Councillor Cliff Bolton and Mayor Jack Talstra last week in c i ty  ,:i•: :! ~- 
• hall. . ...... ,:.,.. 
The entire IbtUt band I comi Events project cost the the city $600,000, cost 
nothing, has, however; - ~ g  
RD repso  
sit on city 
committee 
Recreation facilities provided 
by the city of Terrace are used 
by everyone in the greater Ter- 
race area, but residents living 
outside city fimits have no say in 
their development o~ use. Ac- 
cording to Mayor lack Talstra, 
there is a provision for represen- 
tation from the regional district 
on the community ~d Recrea- 
tion Services Committee, but it 
has never been used. 
This oversite •has now been 
Corrected, however. The Re- 
gional District of KiLimat; 
Sfikine has appointed Gordon 
Robinson and Los Watmough to 
the city's committee and .they 
may. if they wish, attend the 
meetings and have a voice in 
matters that concern rural resi- 
dents. This means that everyone 
will now have a voice in such 
matters as user fees and new or 
renovated services. 
II! . . . . .  
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR.. .  
, . .~  . . 
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March 7 • 31 - -  The Northwest Regional Jurled Art 
Show, Sl)Onsored by the Regional Arts Council, will • be 
held at the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are 
. now available at the Terrace Public Art Gallery, Terrace 
Public Library and Walinda Crafts. For further Informa- 
tion, call 635-9960. 
Thursday, March 16- -  The Adoptive Parents' .Support 
Group Will met at the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 
Parr Ave. at 7:30 p.m. A Resource person will attend to 
facilitate discussion o f  special needs chi ldren/F0r  
more information, call Lori at 635;9533. 
Thursday, March 16 - -  The annual general meeting of 
• the Terrace Beautification Society will be held at 7:30 
• p.m. in the office at the arena. There will be reports on 
the past years aCtivities, an election of officers and 
discuss!on regarding theup coming ~year..AII- members 
of the public • are welcome whether they wish to become 
active members or not. For further information, call 
• George Clark at 635-2281. 
Saturday, March 18 - -  The Terrace Peaks Gymnastic 
Club will be holding its Spr!ng registration from 10:30 
a.m. to 4 p.m..at the Skeena Mall for children ages 3 and 
up .  Gymnastics is the perfect sport for both boys and 
girls .because it improves coordination, self confidence 
and keeps you fit. 
Saturday, March 18 - -  Social credit women's Auxiliary 
are sponsoring a social evening to meet with The 
Honourable Dave Parker, MLA for Skeena, from 5 to 7 
p.m. at the Terrace Hotel Skeena room. Hors d'oeuvres 
and coffee will be served. Please come and bring a 
friend. There will be a small chargeat the door. Contact 
Joyce at 635.4277 or Jean at 635.2192 to confirm.. 
Saturday, March 18 - -  The Muks.Kum-OI Elders will be 
holding a Basket Special at 6 p.m. at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum Street. For more infor- 
mation, call Vernon Joseph at 635-4906, 
Saturday, March 18 --  The Indepentlent Order of 
Foresters, Court Skeena #1318, will be holding their an- 
nual installation Of officers. All members are encourag- 
ed to attend. For more information, call Shirlee at 
635-2635 or Rose Marie at635-6985. 
Saturday, March 18 - -  Growing up with a brother or 
sister with a handicap of learning disability Involves 
some very strong feelings. The usual stresses, joys and 
• fears experienced by siblings are intensified in the ex- 
ceptional family and sometimes cause parents concern. 
SIBLING ISSUES, a workshop presented by the Family 
Support Institute for parents and careglvers which ad- 
dresses these concerns, will be held at the Terrace 
Child Development Centre. For'more Information, con- 
tact the Terrace Child Development Centre at 635-9388. 
Saturday, March 18 - -  French Immersion at NWCC, ad- 
rain. building, room 200, from 9 a.m. to 4 p,m. for all in-. 
terested Francophones or students of French language. 
Phone Jo Patterson at 635-6'511 for further Information. 
March 18 and 19 --  The Terrace &District Multlcultural 
Association and CUSO will be sponsoring a workshop 
with Dr, Kam Prasad on cross-cultural communication, 
including stereotyping and Prejudice, downstairs at the 
Terrace Public Library from 10 a,m. t04  p.m. on Satur- 
daY and from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m, on Sunday. The films 
| ,  | '  
"BroWn Eyes, Biue Eyes" and•: Anglotown will be 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
• ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem Identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
: In the community. 
Terry : ~ |Y l l  
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shown. For more information and :registration call 
635,32i9 after 5 p.m, TheregistratJon fee Includes Satur- 
day lunch. For Interview before 0r after with speaker, 
contact Linda Lee at 635-6631. 
Saturday, March 19-  The Terrace Beekeepers Associa- 
tion will be holding their annual general meeting at 2 
p.m. in the library basement. Anyone Interested in 
becoming a new member Or lust wanting information, is 
more than welcome to attend, 
Monday, March 20 " Tile regular, monthlymeeting of 
the Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will beheld at 8 
p.m. in the hospital boardroom. New members are 
welcome. Call 635-5650 for further InformatiOn. 
Friday, March 31 - -  Is the registration deadline for thef 
Northern Women's Conference to be held in Prince ~ 
George 'April'28, 29 ;~nd 30, 1989, You don't have: to -  
belong to any organization to take part in this con- 
ference. Travel subsid}/ave!labia. For further informs,-' 
tion, call Angela at 635-5445 or Carol at 635-2695; or 
write Conference ,89, 3.903 Simpson Crescent, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 3M1. 
Monday, April 10 - -  The Terrace Riverboat Days Society 
will hold a general meeting at the Royal Canadian 
Legion at 7:30 p.m. All Interested groups are urged to at- 
tend as the schedul!ng 0f events will bedrawn up.Event 
forms will also be available at this time. For more infor- 
mation, please contact Joan at 635,5633 or Daisy at 
638-0429, 
Saturday, April 15 - -  Children's concert by ,'Gumboot 
Lollipop" at the R.E,M. LeeTheatre at I p.m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. A new experience in 
children's entertainment that parents will enj0y too. 
Wednesday, April 19- -  KSAN Society will be holding a 
general public meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the library base- 
ment. The public is cordially invited. 
Greetings .from Eastend, Saskatchewan. We are 75 
years old this year and we are going to celebrate! On 
June 30, July I and 2, 1989, we are going tO have a great 
time. We'd love to hear from anyone who used to live in 
the Eastend area, or has friends or relatives there that 
would like to join us in our festivities. To register or for 
more information, please contact the Eastend 75th An- 
niversary Committee, BOX 334, Eastend, Saskatchewan. 
SON 0T0. 
To former LonglaclGeraldton area residents - -  You are 
invited to return to Longlac, Ontari0 and Join in.the 
celebration of "60 Years of Logging" during the week of 
July 13 - 16, 1989. If you are interested,or want more in- 
formation, please contact: Longlac - -  60th Anniversary 
of Logging, Homecoming Committee, Box 479, Longlao, 
Ontario. POT 2A0., 
There will be a flint ever reunion of the Class of 1971 
from Nanaimo Senior Secondary School. If you attended 
NDSS and graduated in 1971 (this does NOT mean just 
graduates), we are holding an 18,year reunion. If you 
have not received your info. and registration forms, 
please contact us. The reunion Is In Nanalmo at Beban 
Park July 14 and 15, 1989. We are still looking forover 
100 former classmates. Contact Class• of 1971 Reunion, 
NDSS, 8112 rLorenzen Lane, Lantzville, B.C. VOR2H0. 
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AOCPAC - -  a program for large amounts of data 
In the last column we discussed BEDFORD, a good low cost 
accounting program for small businesses which, however( had 
~i' Some restrictions. Now We'll lo0k at the. other end of the price, 
".';scaie.'. -: " .-  
.:,.,.:-.~ ACCPAC has none • of BEDFORD's software restrictions,, so 
!i.'th~ hly l imitadon0n an ACCPAC user is jiist disk Storage 
!~i~:SPace. As ACCPAC is also quite space efficient in it's storage ap- 
~.proach, ACCPAC on a hard drive system has more than suffi: 
,: cient capacity for any business's accounting needs. To use an 
• :,:i aUtomotive analogy, if one would compare BEDFORD to an 
~i~ ~eCOnomy car, one could say ACCPAC was a twin trailer 
~!:iffansport:truck. If you have to manage large amountsof 
. !:.ac~ufifing data, ACCPAC is good candidate.• 
!, ~ ACCPAC has a number of other features that make it attrac- 
~ill ti~'~ f6/~ medium and larger organizations: Its General. Ledger 
iii:aUows:use of a department code in addition to an acqount code, ' 
~::"s6 one:can Viewstatements either on a departmental or on a con- 
../:i:,soiidated basis. ACCPAC is sold in separate modules, each :of 
- ~ Which ' can be run by itself. For example, if all one wants to com- 
!ilputerize ~ is the •Accounts Receivable, one can buy and use that by 
i~ i{self. ACCPAC generates an extensive "paper trail" '-- in other 
i words you end up producing many printed reports of your book: 
~ g~el~ing procedures. This feature ndears ACCPAC to many ac- 
i l  courit~ints, who find it easier to audit books of • those ACCPAC 
:ii users who properly manage ACCPAC's volume of paper. 
~.  Another point in ACCPAC's favor is it's longevity. It has been 
around for so long that quite a few accountants, oftware ven- 
al.i- dors, and computer software instructors are familiar with it. As 
~: with BEDFORD, the starting ACCPAC user in this region should 
".' be able to find some source of help in getting started on 
i ACCPAC. -- 
~:>~!~ Now for the drawbacks. First and foremost i~S price: ACCPAC 
< can end upbeing very costly. The listed retail for General 
iilLedger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, are each in the 
! neighborhood of $800. So the total for the three most common 
il •modules alone would come to $2,400 -- more than 10 times that 
~of t~e co ,  plate BEDFORD package or twice the price of NEW 
~VIEWS. I fyou wfint to add Canadian P@yroll ook at yet .: . 
:!ii another $i,000-$1,200. This only. gets y0u started. If you want to 
: :~add ACcPAC's Inventory, Retail Invoicing, and Order Entry, 
:': the cOSt continues to add up. To be fair, remember that each one 
of these ACCPAC modules is a fully-featured, high-capacity pro- 
L gram. If one wants the capacity and features, one has to be 
:(; prepared to pay the price. 
, If one goes beyond ACCPAC General Ledger, which is 
ii: reasonably easy to learn and use, one runs into another problem 
i with ACCPAC: longer learning and conversion times, and awk- 
Ward transfer of data from subsidiary modules to the General 
i: Ledger: Organizations that use three or more ACCPAC modules 
! ~require the most extensive training Of any of the commonlyuse d 
~i~ :accounting programs. As with BEDFORD, manufacturer's sup- 
• port costs extra; you Subscribe to a telephone support service 
• which:entitlesyou to call a help line if you have problems. 
i!/Afih0Ugh I can understand this policy On the part of BEDFORD, 
given the low cost of their program, I think the manufacturers of
:~ ACCPAC could at least offer their users a nominal amount of 
!i ifree sulSpor t considering the "Cadillac" price. 
~,.: I f  your accounting needs are sufficiently vast in both complexi- 
il; :tY and transaction volume, you may have no other Choice than 
!(i:ACCPAC. However, given the high initial cost and potentially 
il ~ higher training and usage costs of ACCPAC, you and your ac- 
!! ~ouhtani should always be sure that you have Considered more 
economical alternatives prior to arriving at such a conclusion. 
Careful analysis may show that your company may not need all 
This Friday is St. Patrick's Day, and like these two Grade 4 Cassle Hall Elementary 
students, Cheryl Janes (left) ~,nd Angola Maroney, many are getting prepared for the wear- 
Ing of the green. 
Road death being investigated 
TERRACE-  The RCMP offi- 
cer responsible for investigating 
a fatal accident on the Copper 
River logging road March 2 
expects to file a'report on the 
incident within two weeks. 
Cst. Peter Holmes of the 
Terrace detachment said Friday 
that the findifigs will be for- 
warded to Terrace Crown 
Coun. sel, who will then make a 
decision whether to lay charges. 
Ron Pongracz, a 34-year-old 
Terrace resident, died in a colli- 
sion with a loaded logging 
truck March 2 at 10:08 a.m. 
about four kilometers up the 
forest service road by the Cop- 
per River. Cst. Holmes said the 
pickup truck driven by ~ 
Pongracz and the logging 
truck, driven by Terrace resi- 
dent Darrel Brown,and owned 
by Stewart-Brown Logging, ran 
into each other on a curve. The 
force of the collision upset the 
load and the logs fell on the 
pickup, crushing it. 
Holmes said the road at that 
'Games worth 
millions 
Having recently• returned 
from the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games in Prince Rupert, Ter- 
race alderman Danny Sheridan 
says he's looking forward to 
Terrace hosting the 1991 Games. 
He says the Prince Rupert event 
attracted over 2,000 partici- 
pants, some from Ketchikan, 
Alaska, who gave the games an 
international flavor and ex- 
pressed an interest in attending 
the 1991 games in Terrace. 
According to Sheridan, the 
games in Prince Rupert were a 
financial success and he expects 
the same here; He says that on 
the features of a full-fledged ACCPAC system, 
!:i. ~ ~ '~, ,~/~i~ an initial investment of only 
-,. /AP ' . J , k "qk \  ~y:vv-~, /  about $210,000, the games were 
: worth almost $3 million in reve- 
l 'hues for facilities, meals, ac- 
" C ( ~ ' N v r ] ~ ~ C K  - commodation and souvenirs. 
DR INK ING DRIV ING And as for 1991, "It revolves a 
lot of work,', says Sheridan, 
ROADCHECKS "but it  will certainly benefit 
Terrace," 
point is between eight and nine 
meters wide -- sufficient space 
for a vehicle to pull off - -  
although most other sections of 
the road are only five meters 
wide. Itis a radio-controlled 
logging road, and Holmes said 
indications are that the.two 
drivers were in communication 
prior to the accident.• 
Both Vehicles are being ex- 
amined by Motor Vehicle 
Branch specialists and a heavy 
duty me~:hanic to determine 
whether mechanical failure was 
involved, he said. 
i • 
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Business 
Management Seminar 
m m m m m ~ m ~ m ~ m ~ V ~ ~ r ~ m ~ m ~ ) r  
Tax Tips 
  For.Small 
Bus,nesses 
m m m  m m m m  m m  m m  m m  m m  m m  m m  m m  
This Seminar will provide various methods to rightfully keep taxes to a 
minimum: The program includes several pqints typic~;lly aimed at the 
small-sized business. 
FBDB'S ManagementSeminars are stimulating and thought-provoking 
workshops. Through the case-study method, participants can assess 
their management approach and techniques in given situations. Group 
discussions and presentation s enable participants to benefit from each 
other's experience. 
This Seminar will be held: 
DATE: March 22,, 1989 
TIME: 7:00-9:00 Dm 
PLACE: Inn of the West, Terrace, B.C.  
Presented by: 
John McMynn, C.A. from / ii 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co. : 
S ~Q: , .=  Registration fee for this three-hour Seminar- .... 
,}#.~ Workshop is $25 and Includes all reference 
material and our after-seminar service. 
REGISTER NOW WITH 
Federal Business DeveloPment Bank - 635-4951 
• ask for Barb Cooper 
Visa and Mastercard Accepted 
Seating is limited to 30• seats 
Solon la dementia, noo s6minaires sent efforts on fran;ais. 
~ )  Federal Business Banque f6ddrale 
Development Banl( de d6veloppement 
Your success is our'only businessl . 
I 
Canad  
. . .  
II rl I I I III 
. . . . . . . . .  " "  ' 635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday  to  F r iday  ~ Saturday Sunday --  Open Holidays - -  
10 n .m.  to  11 I~.m. 9 a .m.  to  11 o .m.  11 a .m.  to  11 u .m.  
J 
• o 
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Totem PreBs received special recognition from the Terrace RCMPdetachment at a Rotary 
Club meeting last week for a number of contributed services the company has performed •in 
recent months, including printing for the Victim ABeistance Program. Mike Rosslterac, 
cepted the plaque on behalf 0fTotem Press from RCMPOfficer.,in-Charge Insp. Larry 
Yeske. 
Your chance to get involved 
. . . , . 
g dan House-- Coil us for support and Infor- 
mation If you area victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women, men and children. Phone 635.8447. 
...... The +Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
::-~ . 635~.178;' 
ALANON: for famlly and frlends of alcohollce. 
If someone elee's drlnklng Is affectingyour 
• " llfe, please.Joln us In Alanon. Meetlnos 8re on 
Monday nlghts at 8 p.m. In the meeting room 
on the Paychlatrlc ward of Mille Memorlal 
Hospltal. For Informatlon or support In a Use 
of need, call 638.1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
.. +- :one elee'e drlnklng. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your experlence, and learn 
about alcohollsm ae an lllness. If alcohol Is a 
problem In your famlly, come to an Alateen 
+ : "meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena Junlor Secondary, Room 111. For more. 
Informatlon, c811 835-24,%. 
A,C.O.A., Adult chlldren of alcohollce and 
• dlsfunctlonal famllles, meetlnge on Thursdays 
. at Knox Unlted Church from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more Informstlon, call 638-8117. 
• The Terrace Child 0evelopment Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre,eohool 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendaUon8. For more Infor- 
mation contact Msureen or Monlque at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centrs'a hours ere: For 10 
to 19 year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7- 
9 p.m.; For 13- 19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
Interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always in the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue In the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening it's Cribbage Night at 
Torrs~wlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community le Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Terrace AssoolMIon for Community Living 
needs advocates for.handicapped people liv- 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Jenlce at 635-9322. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find It difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Gommunlty College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Ghlldren ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wedneeday, 9:30 s.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Streume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge xpected. For more In- 
fsrmation or transportation, call Hilda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing youZ 
The Terrs©e Friends and Familial of 
8ohlzophtenlce Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. COn- 
ference Room at Mill8 Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group 18 to provide community 
educetlon about this Illness. Anyone wishing 
tO lesm more or become part of this group is 
welcome tO attend the meetings. Please call 
038.3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bdclge Club meet8 every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested i 
In playing please contact Ellen .Smith+ at 
635-4096 or May McFarlend at 635-2875 ! 
Everyone welcome.• L 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sac-. ~ 
end Wednesday of every month. For more in- 
formation phone Debble at 635.4383 or Helen : 
Skeena Valley Rehekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow's Hail, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Tartarus. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving 
donations from people of  good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple; Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine BUck, Room 200, 4721 LazelleAve., 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1T3. Phone 6354631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcomlhg season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bddge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635-5992 or 635-9141. 
Tho To.race Woman's Reeeume Centre's 
operatinghours are Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. "We offer confidential support, Informs. 
tlon, referrals, legal Safe., support groups, 
drop-In centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638-O228. 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the logs of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who hh;~e xperienced the 
same, please call 6384)942 or 635-3178 for 
more Information. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1p.m., carpet bow, n0; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
8.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 8.m; to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73..For further Jnfo., contact he Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kal'Jm St. at e35-g090. 
The Terrace Single Parents Aeeoolatlon 
welcomes all Interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids along; learning to live without 
the kids in the• house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes It helps 
to talk about It. Phone Dabble at 6354383 after 
4 p.m. or RIchard at 635-TJ'62 for more Informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
Want to help with the Fall Fair? The Skeena 
Valley (Fail) Fair Assn. meets every second 
Monday of the month in the ,Mary of .the 
Thomhlll Junior Secondary 8oh0ol starting st 
8 p.m. Plane are underway for this year's Fair;, 
If you have any suggestions or want to 
volunteer your help, please phone MoI at 
635-7402 evenings or Jenny at 6S6-2607 eve- 
h inge ,  . . . . . .  -,, 
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.. -Sacred Heart.Catholic ChUrch : /. : 
Mass Times" : Pastor: : 
Saturda~/: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. L No0nan : . . . .  ! 
Sundays: 9:.oO0r a.m. "',. "" ~ .... O.M.I.:.-*,/ ;.':* ':~ - : .  "" .-. ", 
4830 5traume Avenue -'+ :•: '+ :+:'+ + " I I~ I ,5 '  a 
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St. Matthew's .Anglican, Episcopal Church - 
Sunda] f  ;Serv lg l lg  Rector  ReV.g  
9 a.m.& I10.m. Hermann Diffrich 
, * .  Sunday khool ckmN are held during the 9 a.m. Nn4ce. Child care 18 
availdbleduring the 9 a.rn. service. . 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday ! 1:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
a le  Unruh - -  li4S-7:lU 
Prayer Mooting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
63S-323;! 
. += - • 
• Evangelical .Fr rChurch . . . . .  
Sunday School: Pastors: 
(for all ages)• Jim Westman 
9:45 a.m. Gordon Froese 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
8:30 a.m, / 11:00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 ~__~.~_porks Street 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worshlpg Mlnlsterg 
10:30 a.m. . Stan Bailey • 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635'6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady 8andes: Peeton ' 
8:30 B.a. John Caplln 
AuoolMe Pastor:. Cliff 81ebert 
Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Morning 8endce: 11:15 a.m. Evening Service: B:30 p.m. 
3511 Sb Street 6,15,2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh Pastor; Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. Aw't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowsh!p Service 6:30 p.m: 
All are cordially Invited 
youth Ministr ies,  Home Bible Studies,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Survlcesg 
9:10 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Informatlcm call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 655-M80 
Christian Reformed Church 
8und|y'aelvloeg Peeler: 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sfuy8 -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, I.mllee' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:.30 Lm; &7:48 p,m. 
3602 Sparks 68645178 
' . •• '•  . "  •'"k 
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- ondary students are showing a 
great deal of interest in regional 
economic development. Accord- 
ing'to Caledonia teacher Bliss 
D0dd, this'is.the first year in 
many that Economics 12 has 
been offered at Caledonia, and 
localstudents are reflecting a 
proVin6e'wide trend of renewed, 
interest in economics in general 
• and economic development on a 
local basis. 
AcCOrding to Dodd, Econom- 
ics 12 teaches basic principles 
such as scarcity, opportunity, 
costs, and factors of produc- 
• :tion, and then offers students 
the opportunity to apply, in 
theory, these concepts on a re- 
gionai basis-. Caledonia students 
were offered this opportunity 
last week during a morning ses- 
Sion with Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine assistant econo- 
mistAndy Webber, and by ap- 
plying their newly-learned 
knowledge came up with a list of 
70 possible projects that they 
feel might enhance the economy 
of the greater Terrace area. 
Their list starts with the obvi- 
ous. You can't haveeconomic 
development without a good 
transportation system, and pav- 
ing the Nass Road to Cranberry 
Junction is at the top of their 
list. Also noted are improve- 
ments to  airport reliability. 
Once these two items have been 
taken care of, the balance of 
their list begins to take shape. 
And a great deal of that list 
pertains to industrial growth 
and~he deyelopment of a variety 
of ~ manufacturers. A pottery 
manufacturer could .use, Our. 
clay, a brewery could capitalize 
on "spring fresh water", a ferti. 
lizer plant could put organic and 
marine wastes to good use, Na- 
tive arts and crafts could use 
many now.discarded .products, 
and specialized Outdoor Clothing 
such as rain gear for hunting 
and logging could ~pitalize on 
our weather. But there are big- 
ger,ideas as well. 
Tons of aluminum ingots are 
shipped out of Kitimat every 
year and Economics 12 students 
believe some should stay in the 
area, An aluminum anufactur- 
ing plant could produce an array 
of goodstsay the students: car 
parts, aluminum siding and 
roofing are a few that were 
named. Also providing a market 
for an aluminum manufacturer 
are canoes and mobile homes. 
Mobile homes also require lum- 
ber and canoes can also be built 
out of wood, and these two 
industries would enhance .the 
forest industry as well. 
And then there's the secon- 
dary manufacturing of wood 
products. Wood toys and 
laminated beams are listed as 
marketable items and Aspenite 
and other pressed wood prod- 
ucts could be produced in part 
from waste. Stands of birch and 
alder could be used in furniture 
manufacture along the lines of 
IKEA, and another idea was an 
e~port firewood packaging 
plant. 
Other ideas would see Terrace 
as the mining Service center .of 
the, Northwest offering supplies 
and services as well as a geo- 
chemical lab for assay work, 
And finally, to enhance• the 
forest industry are nOrserles,and 
show revived interest in economiCs 
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During a recent session with Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine assistant economist Andy 
Webber, Caledonia Economics 12 students were given the opportunity to apply their new- 
found knowledge in creating new Ideas for economic development in the Northwest. 
Above, from left, Cory Killoran, Merle Alexander and Ben Foote discuss some of their own 
ideas with Webber. 
ideas suggested by these students 
all have potential. They're ideas 
coming from imaginative young 
minds, the next generation, and 
may provide some insight into 
the future of the Northwest.. 
planting agencies to help 
.keep the whed~ rolling. 
• Tourism is a growing industry 
in allparts of the province and 
the students came up with sever- 
ai ideas for tapping the potential 
of the area. A sports and recrea- 
tion center would attract specific 
• events and for the outdoors 
minded tourist there could be 
guest ranches and mountain re- 
sorts. :Resort activities include 
everything from hiking, skiing 
and day tours, to fiver rafting 
and wilderness tours. Add to 
that a world class federal park 
along the lines of Jasper or 
Banff, and the area could be- 
come one of the primary tourist 
destinations in the west. 
In order to tie all this to- 
gether, there's education -- 
. maybe someday a Northern Uni- 
versity. A training center is 
required for the mining industry 
-as well as a science and tech- 
n01ogy research and develop- 
ment center and a geological 
training center to help support 
it. And for all those outdoor 
recreational centers there's a 
wilderness training camp offer= 
ing outdoor education and sur- 
vival skills. For skiers and other 
winter outdoor enthusiasts -- an 
avalanche school. 
These are just• the highlights 
of the list -- there's also trout 
farming, trapping, greenhouses 
and nurseries, a seismic station, 
waste management office and 
motor vehicle testing station to 
employ mechanics. 
Their list. is long and basically 
unresearched. One student even 
suggested a steel mill. Unrealis- 
tic? Maybe, and maybe not -- 
another suggested the manufac- 
ture of wood stoves. One good 
idea often leads to another. But 
whether realistic or not, the 
Local team trains for Physics Olympics 
This Friday, five representa- 
tives of the 10-n~ember Cale- 
donia SCience Club will be 
boarding aflight for Vancouver. 
Their destination? The UBC 
"Physics Olympics". 
The competition takes place 
in Vancouver Saturday and the. 
team will carry with them the 
hopes and expertise.of the entire 
club when they  take on the 
challenge of each event. 
The Physics Olympics are or: 
ganized by UBC's Mathematics 
and Science Education Dept., in 
cooperation with the Physics 
Department. The event is spon- 
sored by the Rex Broughton 
Memorial Fund. This will be the 
first time in about l0 years that 
Caledonia has entered the event 
but Caledonia physics teacher 
Al Wootton says the team is well 
prepared for the seven events: 
Centripetal Sharp-Shooting, 
Sailing Against the Wind, the 
Electrical Black Box, Fermi 
Questions, the Wind Powered 
Lifting Machine, the Card Tow- 
er, and to top it all off, a special 
Mystery Event. 
In the first event, Centripetal 
• Sharp Shooting, the team will be 
given a rubber stopper, a piece 
of dental floss, a section of glass 
tubing, a weight, and a calcu- 
lator. They will then be given l0 
minutes to calculate the height 
of release, required tangential 
velocity, the length of floss from 
tube to stopper that will give the 
desired result, and a weight. 
One team member will then 
swing the stopper in a circle 
above his head.., the weight, 
attached by floss run through 
the glass tub, will rise. When the 
calculations have been just require a rough estimate of a oi" a drop of water and an 
right, the stopper will land on a quantity that is difficult or ira- estimate of the volume of Bur- 
designated:target at a specified possible to measure. The secret rard Inlet from approximate di- 
distance. Nothing to it, really, is.to be a "little less rough" than mensions. But how many mere- 
NASA does it every day. your competitors, bers on a board of directors. 
In the next event, Sailing But this type of question would everagreeonthesizeofa 
Against he Wind, the team will leaves a great deal to the imagi- drop7 This one will take team- 
have to rely on calculations and nation. For example, the ques- work. 
design done in advance. And in tion 'How many.drops of water A Wind Powered Lifting Me- 
production, almost complete, is are there in Burrard Inlet?' re- chine is the .next Olymp___ic..chal- 
their best shot at a sailboat that quires.an estimate of the volume continued on page 19 
will sail against the wind 
without tacking. It's rumored ]~l ~1~ m . ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ . ~ l ~ ~ ~ _ .  - 
that an airfoil is an important 
element• in their design, but ~~r? io~.~ar~ 8 ~ { o a ~ o r 8  ~ 
whatever physical aws they've 
applied, they can now only hope x 
that their speciat design will 
travel the one meter course ~ .  ! .  
faster~ than .any other. • 
In the next event, however, • - 
they will be left again to make ~ 
some quick observations and / draw accurate conclusions. The g event is the Electrical Black Box -- a sealed cardboard box with 
any number of batteries, light ~ 
bulbs, resistors andswitchesin- ST PATRICK S 
side --  and any number of wires • : 9 
protruding from its six sides. 
The chaUenge here is to identi- ~[~ DAY SPECIAL 
fy the contents of the box and ~ 
how they're related, lnorderto ~ 5 0 0 7 0  off ® 
do this the team will have access 
to test equipment such as volt- g the cleaning of any 
DC power supplies. But, this ~ l  GREEN garment 
isn't the end of their timed task. . 
Now, they must build a model 
which' behaves in a similar man- ~ ' 
her= Sonle may feel this is a 0 .  l 
simple test of skill, after all there 
are only ordinary components ~ From March 13- 18, 1989 
inside, but this seemingly inno- ~ 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Friday 
cent challenge has the potential ~ 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
to frustrate ven the most en- ~ Two locatlou to serve you better @ thusiastic electronic wizard. 
distance between the tube and But now the team must get ~ ,,, Kiddie Corner from the Post Office 
is just fight, another down.to pure brainwork. Fermi ~ ~ The Thomldll Publk Market stopper , ~. 3223 Emerson St, 
team mate will cut the floss, Questzons,bhsed.on prize mind ~ "~Vhatex'er .~t)uw('ar ) Tsrroco. e.C.VSG2~ 
X'¢l A" CIC'~III witl't ('are,... phone 635-5119 - ~i[~ freeing the -stopper to arc twisters contemplat~ by the ..... 
e 
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GRAYDON ,..Mr. & Mrs..Bruce. Oraydon:areproud to an", 
nounce the: birthof=theirr new baby~son~Ryan Joseph Mar- :~: 
• shall, on Thursday, February 23, 1989 (7:45 a.m.), Weig~g 6 
lbs. 2~ oz. : - - ": 
LUSSIER " Cathy and Pierre are the proud parents Of:'. 
daushter Claire Helene, born on Sunday, February 26.. 1989, 
weighing 81bs. 6½ oz. Proud grandparents are-Bill and 
Helene McRae of Te~ace. " 
McLEAN - -  Norman and Bernadette had a boy!!, Robin 
Owen, on March 10, 1989 at ll:25,-weighing about 6 lbs. 
2 oz. 
MILLER/FUERGUTZ ~ Beverley and Ken are pleased to 
announce the birth of daughter Kalisha Alexis Doreen on 
February 27, 1989.at 1:30 a.m,, weighii~g 7 lbs. 7½ oz. 
PETERS - -  Barry and Maxsha (Lloyd) and big brother Ben- 
jamin welcome With love their baby girl, Julia Kathleen. 
Proud grandparents are Ted and Leila.L!oyd of Powell River 
and Arthur and Zeta Peters.of P.E.I. 
F~~- -O~.S  " 24-hour Phone. ]L~ ~ . ~  ~o4ms.,0~0 
, ,~ , , , ,~s~, , s ,~=,  Skeona Mall 
/2~[J I  * d~U-l¥11tll~' x-ll$ 
GEMINI  
May 21-June Z0 
. CANCER 
June 2t - Ju ly  22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug.  22 
V IRGO 
Aug.  23-Sept. 22 
L IBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Ocf. 23-Nov.  21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Not .  22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 2Z-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan.  20-Feb. 18 
P ISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
I ;1  IU I  I , .  t . ] l . ( l l y  i l l  ~UI I l l l  U I *  I . ;A I I¢ I I I~ IU I I  ( I t  I . I i~ ;  Wt l l l~ l l l  I~  
likely. 
Things look merry and bright as Jupiter enters 
the sign of Gemini. No serious setbacks are likely. 
Go where the aetiqn is. 
One in eont'inement is most grateful For your 
help and care. Your thoughtfulness is much ap- 
preciated. 
The gains you've made career-wise put you in a 
solid position. Take care to protect your standing. 
Make the most of opportunity for career advance- 
ment coming your way. A lot of hard work is 
involved. 
Legal matters are prominent, but you are in a 
ravorablo cycle where nothing but good should 
comeofit. 
Joint assets get a boost. There may be a little dis- 
cord, but who's to complain in the face of pros- 
perity.  
Signs point to the start of a new and meaningful 
relationship. It may be a bit more than you're 
ready for, 
Jupiter, planet of abundance,' is in your health 
and service sector. Take cm'e that You don't get 
too much of both. 
Gam~ of chance, investment possibilities, creative 
innovations, love and romance - are things to be 
tapped under the watchful eyeof Jupiter. 
Use cau!ion in working around the house. Be on 
the lookout for hazardous conditions. Dealing in 
real estate should go well. 
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The Ryatts " "/By, Jack Enrod 
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sailboat, depends on the ac- some may collapse~from <the .the Card T()wer,/eachi:!team.is ~operate. an apparatus that out 
lunacy .of .~calculations and  strain, of. the given task. Wind given 200 .cOmputer c=/rds -and -performs all others. 
..will be providedby a two-foot asked to attempt Constructing .... But win or lose isn't ~ ~vhat's 
fan and the best design will-be the tallest tower. It would ap- reallyimportant,.says Wo0tton. 
~the one to. lift: ~. the ~ .greatesT '.peai~ that for.thisevent expecta- Learning while having fun, 
• .amount ofweightup to five feet - tions are high: Among the avai l ,  Working as a team,:, making new 
off the floor. It remains to be able equipment is a.16-f0ot lad- friends, the adventure of travel 
seenlif the time-tested esign of der , . " i f  needed". - -  are all important learning 
the  Caledonia team will come The final event is the Mystery experiences. 
out as the winner. Event and of course little 'is 
The next to last event should known of what it will be. What 
"cleverneSs~bf their design. And 
the Caledonia entry may have ~t 
SkeW:ha Ri~er flare."It!iappears to 
b~rba~ed ~ on ~the.propuisi~ni~prin- 
: ciples ~ ' of "the .'old ':~paddie 
Wheelers. 
:Engineering may play a great 
role in'this event -  the only 
materials allowed are cardboard 
' . • . 
Grade 12 students were given 
CLASSIFIED , • . j  
. . - . . 
top priority in team selection,. 
and also taken .into considera- 
tion was each individual's extra- _ 
curricular activites and their op, 
portunity to attend out-of-town 
events. Members of the Cale, 
donia team are Grade. 11 
students ~N=ithan Wilerson and 
Matthew Albert, ~ and Grade ~ 12 
students Jeff Tupper, Jeremy 
Smith and Ton}, Marques, These ~ 
are the students who .will ~carry 
with them the hopes and exper- 
tise of the entire.~:lub. : . • • " 
J 
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. ,  . . . .  -B NKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : '  °~ . . . . . . .  These Ads appearin the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
~;~T~ .......... >'~'~~:' •~•-: Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
 <!:ii!i!iiiii ! ii ii i 159,for 2S-werds 153.. per each additional, word) Call The Terrace Review at  635-7840": 
AUTOMOTIVE • 
I I I  
EDUCATION 
Earn extra moneyl Learn 
Income Tax Preparation or 
Basic Bookkeeping by cor- 
respondence. For free'bro- 
chure, no obligation, contact 
U & R Tax Services, 205- 
1345 Pembina Hwy., Winni- 
peg; Man., R3T 2B6, 1-800- 
665' 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholes~ile and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre., 4600 
East Hastings Street, Burn- 
aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666. ' . : 
HELP WANTED 
Pioneer Villa, a 40-bed In- 
termediate Health Care faci- 
lity in Creston, BC invites 
applications for Director of 
Care. Reporting directly to 
the Administrator, will be 
responsible for total super- 
vision of the Care• Depart- 
HELP WANTED 
Insurance Agent. Producer/ 
Manager for Fraser Valley 
Agency. Applicants should 
have level II with ability to 
acquire level III status. 
Share options available. Ap- 
ply to Box A67, olD Chilli- 
No' down • payment and bank 
financing O.A.C. Lease/pur- 
chase new, used trucks, 
cars. B.C.'s largest Ford 
Dealer since 1927. Call Bob 
Langstaff • collect 522-2821, 
D.#5276. 
No money down. OAC. 
• o . - , "  
Lease/buy any new/used .5144. A l so  enquire ment. The incumbent must wack Progress, 45860 S 
truck or van. Dea l  direct about exclusive f ranchise NEW! Pocket guide to Gov't demonstrate experience in dina Ave., Chilliwack, I~  
territories now available. with ~ Factory Broker. Call Assistance Programs for En- Long Term Care Nursing ;, V2P 6H9___: 
Keith collect 874-0778. FREE: 1989 guide to study- trepreneurs. Send S18.95 +. registered with RNABC; 
DL6102 at-home correspondence $1.75 shipping to  Exec-U prefer a graduate with Auctioneering Institute of 
See Mult i  Media Services, B.Sc.N. including courses in Canada. "We are teaching 
8 U ~ J ~ i ~ ] ~ ~  Diploma courses •for presti- 1801 - 1148 Harwood St., gerontology. Please submit today for  tomorrow's fut- 
OPPORTUNIT IE~ gious careers: Accounting, Vancouver| V6E 3V1.. applications in writing no ure." Professionally taught, 
$5,000 down OAC. 15 late Airconditioning, Bookkeep- model LTL 9000's Cat or ing, Business, :Cosmetology, SEIKO 8600 Computer Sys- later than March 17, 1•989 to term•soon, for free broch- 
Cummins power. Extended Electronics, Legal/Medical tern For Sale. SEIKO CPU Mrs. M.L. Angus, Adminls- urea phone' (403)875-3339. 
Secretary, Psychology, Tra- with 40 MB hard•disk, 640 trator, Box 969, Creston, Box .264, LI0ydminster, 
warrantles.~ Job • •placement vel. Granton (1A), 1055 W. K diskette drive, SEIKO BC, V0B 1G0 or phone Alta. S9V 0Y2. • 
assistance available upon request.: • Phone Steve or Georgia, Ste. 2002, Vancou- 8620 terminal and keyboard. 428-7188 for more informa- 
Brian collect (604)525-3481..ver~ 1-800-268-1121. ~ Contact i Matthew : at t ion .  . Parts Person , Expanding 
..... ' Evenings 299-5376 or 584- EQUIPMENT AND . • BCYCNA 669-9222: i ~ Fu l l  time sports reporteJ; Auto. Parts Store . requ i res  
4335. - MACHINERY ~ . Gun Bargains, Save up to required for Fraser Valley/ experienced parts :person. 
Build your future w i th  Restaurant foodmanufactur- 40%' by sub~crlbing to "The Lower Mainland weekly Duties include: counter • 
Multi-Pure drinking water ing equipment. We will help Gunrunner." The Canadian newspaper chain. Successful sales, delivery, sh ipping 
system Marketing program, you sell surplus or put you monthly newspaper listing applicant should have excel- and receiving. Please send 
Serid self-addressedstamp- in contact with equipment hundreds of new, used, lent sports writing as well resume to P.O. Box 1090, 
ed envelope: I.D. Mercan- you need. Write for list to modem and antique fire- as strong feature writing Grand Forks, B.C. VOH 
tile, Dept. CPM, Niagara- P.O. Box 24361, Vancouver, arms for sale/trade. Sub- clipsSkillS'to:SendThe ManaglngreSume Edi-and 1HO.  ~ 
0n-the, Lake,lj..~:0. Dealers welcome.Ontari°' L0S V 5 T ~ . 4 M S .  ecrlptlonbridge,rUnner, Alta,,SexS201yr'585T'TIjt°: Leth-GUn'3z4. tor,. 6thNOWstreet,Newspapers~ 418NewWest PERSONALuniversity girls of Alberta 
~ " Plants, components; aggr~ Sam-Is co $1.75. _ minster) BC V3L 3B2. ' calendar. See what sparked 
Learn how. modest income gate equipment, new and ChetwyndForast Industries the controversy. (Sexism, 
i can create great weaithl For used. Wi l l  buy used equip- GARDENIN.GG • ~ _  requires certified electrician Exploitationl) Order yours 
your free outline, send self- ment. Consignments, ap- Interested in Greenhouse or willing towork shift work. nowl Send $6.95 • to Pan- 
addressed envelope `to: PYF praisals. Crescent Equip- For more info contact Bob theon 
local 11302, Edmonton, Alberta SyStemS, Box 1324, Kelow- ment Sales Ltd. Phone 533- E~ans, (604)788-2686, Publishin_g, Box 
• T5J 3K5. na~ BC v VIY 7V8. 
Grocery store in Williams 
Lake, BC. Next to Mobile 
Home Park, pub and Indus- 
trial area. Gross over 
$600,000. A great buy at 
$1201000 + stock. 398-6005. 
Cozy little luncheon busi- 
ness expanding Investment 
potential in Okanagan's 
fastest-growing community, 
Westbank Mall on Coqui- 
halla Connector. $42,900. 
Serious enquiries only. 768- 
3825 or 860-9370. 
Soutlil Central B.C. Pub, 
4'bdrm. iivlng~ quarters, 
gross sales $288,000. 
$100,000 down. Call Henry 
uesnoyer, Tradeland Realty, 
3410 Coldstream Ave., Ver- 
non, BC V1T 1Y2. 545-5325, 
542-8712. 
~'rocery ~itore for sale • on 
Main Street, Houston, BC. 
1988 sales $1,400,000. 
$195,000 includes all equip- 
ment, add Inventory at •cost. 
Lease building at $2850.per 
month with option tO pur- 
chase, Box 159, Houston, 
BC) V0J 1Z0. 
7625 (eveningsr 852-2498). 
Used John Deers ,Tractor 
parts-- MC, 40, 420, 440, 
1010, 2010, 350, •450, 555 
Crawlers. 300, 310, 410, 
500, 9300 Backhoes. 440, 
540 • Skidders. Yellow • Deer 
Sales, 1524 Bylands Rd., 
Kelowna~ 769-4070. 
FOR SALE MISC.  
Noritake China Salel Terri- 
fic discount on current, pat- 
terns. Delivered well pack- 
ed, insured. 'For price IIsL 
shipping details, call Alex- 
ander's "The Noritake Ex- 
P0erts, ' Toronto. Toil-free 1- 
0-263-5896. 
Golf cars, new and used, 
electric and gas, from. $999. 
Executive. West Golf Cars, 
Vancouver. 888-5562. 
Kitchen unit 591/2"w., 
25"d. ,  351/2"h, stainless 
steel, top w/sink and taps, 
3,element electric range, 
oven, drawer and refrigera- 
tor. Complete $599.95, two 
for $1150. Buy and Save, 
9818-4th SL, Sidney, BC. 
1-656-7612. 
HObby ceramic distributor 
close-out. Save to 60%. 
Glazes, stains, brushes, 
tools, bisque, greenware, 
molds, kilns and more, 594- 
9955. Pacific Western Cera- 
mics, 2.12111--86th Ave., 
surrey v3w 3.H8. 
Hydroponic Gardening? 
Greenhouses $195;, Hydro- 
ponic Gardens $39., Halides 
from $140. Over 2000 pro- 
ducts in stock, super prices. 
Free Catalogue call Toll 
Free 1-800-663-5619. Water 
Farms, 1244 Seymour St., 
Vancouver B.C. V6B 3N9. ' 
HEALTH 
Overseas positions. Hun- 
dreds of top paying posi- 
tions. All occupations. At- 
•tractive benefits. Free de- 
tails. Overseas Employment 
Services, Dept. CA, Box 
460, Mount Royal, Quebec, 
H3P 3C7, 
Vitamin Discounts Stores in 
Vancouver offers across- 
Canada mall order. Write 
to: BEA Per Capita, 260 
S.W. •Marine, Vancouver, 
B.C. VSX 2R5 for your free 
catalogue. 
HELP WANTED 
Is .advertising your busi- 
ness? The Yukon News in 
Whitehorse is looking for a 
self-motivated, energetic 
salesperson to expand our' 
advertising department. 
Sales and marketing exper- 
ience a must. Good salary 
and benefit package. Apply 
Yukon News, 211 Wood 
Street, Whitehorse, Yukon 
Y1A 2E4, Attention Patricla 
Shearer. 
Position available for exper- 
ienced RealEstate Sales. 
Chetwynd Forest Industries 
requires certified welder 
willing to work graveyard 
shift. For more Information 
contact Bob Evans., (604) 
788-2686 local 11. 
Overseas work: If any of the 
following countries interest 
you: Denmark, Sweden, 
Norway, Germany, The 
Netherlands or United King- 
dom and you are between 
19-28 with practical farming 
experience, contact: 206, 
1501-17th Ave. SW, Cal- 
gary, Alberta, T2T OE2. 
Experienced domestic auto 
mechanic required immed- 
Iately, Chrysler experience 
an asset. Full benefits In- 
cluding pension plan. Send 
resume: J. Bruno, Mc- 
Auliffe Dodge, 2525 E. 
TransCanada, Kamloops, 
RELIABLE CANADIAN 
AND ORIENTAL LADLES 
(all ages) seek housekeeping 
opportunity, exchange foi- 
shared accomodation, new 
locations, companionship, 
etc. Request further infor- 
mation 1-547-2020 anytime 
(7 days). 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr-Harris - 20 years 
a trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law, 
0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
perienced in head Injury 
and other, major c!aims. Per- 
centage fees available. 
Major injury cli~ims, Joel A. 
Wener, personal Injury trial 
lawyer for 21 years. Call 
collect, 736-5500 Vancouver. 
If no recovery, no fee. No 
Yukon Inquiries. 
TRAVEL 
man In the thriving com- Skiers: Lake Louise, suntan- 
muhity of Smithers. Good V2C 4A9. ningcapital of the Canadtan 
commission splits; moving Licensed mechanic required Rockies has Ski and Stay 
expense compensation, for Import Dealership in pacKages for only $33/day 
Send resume to Manager, Upper Fraser Valley. 2nd or (double Occupancy, mini. 
Box2588, Smlthers, BCVOJ 3rd year apprentice. Phone mum•3 days). Call 1-800. 
2N0 : Keith at 1-792-2724. 661-1158. .... 
• . . . . .  . 
USA Today - Hightec hot 
spot. Professional builder -- 
most revolutionary change 
In housing since indoor 
plumbing. Videotape. Mon- 
ey back guaranteed. Only 
$49,95, Call (804)688,0722, • 
. • < i ~ i : i i  ~ ii ~ :  ~~ i / i~ i>~ i~/i>i~!+~ii~ ~ 
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To give away: 15 month old Dober- 
manlShephard cross, good natured, 
used to kids. Nice dog. Phone 
638-8907. 3/31 
CKC Registered Yorkshire terrier 
puppies; I male, 1 female left. Phone 
evenings 635.4217 or anytime on 
weekends. 3131 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.nl, 
The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 3/29p 
Anglican Thrift Shop; corner of 
Princess and 11th Ave. (behind Safe- 
way Mall) Prince Rupert. Bargains 
Galore. Open Wednesday & Satur- 
day, 2-4 p.m. Friday, 7-8:30 p.m. 3/24 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive Campany famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
• decorator products. To find out how 
to become a consultant. Call collect 
624.3445. Serious callers only. 313 
1986 Grand AM; 4.door, pw, pb, new 
shocks, muffler, brakes, radiator, 
summer and winter radials, quad 
stereo, etc. Good condition. Priced 
to sell at $7,900 obo. Phone days or 
evenings at 638-7260. 3/17 
1987 Nissan Sentra; 2-door, 
automatic, sun roof, fully loaded, ex. 
cond. Asking $11,000. Phone 
635-4791 or 638-1503. 3/31 
1976 Dodge wagon. Phone 632-2345. 
3/31 
1978 blue Mercury Cougar Empire; 
needs work or just used for parts. 
Phone 638.0317. 3/31 
Z28 black Camaro 80; 350 motor, ful- 
ly loaded, AMIFM cassette, good 
condition. Asking $4,000 obo. Phone 
635-6530. 3131 
1981 Eagle statlonwagon, 4x4, 
cruise, tilt, air shocks, AMIFM 
cassette, auto, 6 cyl. $4,500. Phone 
¢38.1530. 415p 
1978 blue Mercury Cougar, engine 
needs work, or Just used • for parts. 
Phone 6380317. 3/15p 
1981 Chevette, 4-door hatchback, 
standard, 78,000 KMs, tune up, new 
brakes, timing belt, battery, very lit- 
tie rust, good rubber. $800. Phone 
635-6455. 4119p 
, _ _ !  . . . .  I 
Energetic, Motivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
license and 2 years 
experience. Apply at: 
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, 
638-8787 
Classified Ads - Deadline is Monday, 1p.m.. " 
As a public service the Terrace Review ill print free of chargeany ad offeringto share something 
with the community (eg., rides, child .care, free items).. In addition there will be no charge for 
"Lost & Found" or. for ads placedby mdivzduals eeking work. 
[ " . .  
RATES: Non Displap per issue; '4.00 for .30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display ~ per issue; *4.75 per column inch. : 
• we reserve the right •to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment o: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8GIM7 . . . . . . .  
,g  
| 
I 
I I I  
HELP WANTED 
A relief coordinator is required 
for a work restoration program 
for people recovering from a 
mental i lness. The position is 21 
hours per week, commencing 
May 1, 1989 and terminating 
November 30, 1989. July and 
August are excluded. Submit 
resumes to' Yvonne Reid, Ter- 
race & District CommunltySet- 
vice; Society, 1 - 3215 Eby 
Street~ Terrace, B.C. For more 
infonrnadon call 635-2505. Clos- 
ing date is March 30, 1989. 
ACTIVITY WORKER I 
Applications are invited for a full-timevacant position 
at Osborne Home, a nine-bed residential care boarding 
home. The successful applicant will be expected to 
meet the needs of residents living in a semi- 
Independent environment, under the direction of the 
Administrator. 
Terms of Employment: 
,,- Salary $11.201hour w/BCGEU Contract • 
,,, Shift work and weekends required .•, • 
~,, Start date.April 2, 1989 : 
,,, Benefits available after 90 days employment with 
the Society 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to applicants 
with educational backgrounds in psychiatry or related 
.field with previous work experience in a psychiatric 
field. 
Applicants should possess: 
,,, Good working communication skills 
~, Have the ability to introduce own Ideas and 
demonstrate Initiative 
,,- Be willing to work with both male and female 
residents : : . . . .  ~ '~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " " "  '" 
~, Knowledge of recreational and craft' ideas would 
be an asset 
Closing date forapplications is March 17, 1989. 
Submit resume to: 
Judy Milner, 
2812 Hell Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2R7 3/15c  
ALCOHOL & DRUG COUNSELLORS 
Location: Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services 
Positions: 1 Full Time Position - -  Smithers 
1 Full Time Position - -  Kltlmat 
1 Full Time Position - -  Terrace - -  basedout of the 
Terrace Correctional Centre 
Counsellors are required to provide counselling for chemical- 
ly dependent •people and their families. In addition, communi- 
ty  development/preventative s rvices are provided., An em- 
phasis is placed on services to young people, their families, 
and people of Native Ancestry. Counsellors will be expected 
to provide their own transportation and to work with minimal 
• j • 
supervision. 
Qualifications: B.S.W. or related degree in Social Sciences 
with counselling, (;ommunity development/ 
prevention experience,, 
Starting salary: $2231 per month plus 
attractive benefit package. 
Resumes: Submitted by March 23rd to: 
• Carol Harris 
Program Director 
Northwest Alcohol & Dr, jg Services : 
2.  3215 Eby Street, ,.- . . - .... 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 • ; 
Inquires: Carol Harvle 638-8117 • ''~ ~ i,= : 
I i i  
I I 
Casual office nUrse 
required. Registered 
preferred, but will ac- 
cept LPN's. • Please 
phone 635-7234, local 
19. • 3129C 
• [ " I I  I I I I  
• i ,  ~ ' ' 
4 . . . . .  • . • 
I " i  - -  
Experienced JourneYman 
Heavy Duty Mechunio Fore- 
man required by Highway 
Maintenance Company In 
Northern B.C. Send resume 
to: R.C. Klnnear, General 
Delivery, Dease Lako, B.C., 
V0C 1LO or call 771.3000 for 
further details. 
I I I I I I  
JOB VACANCY 
HOME & SCHOOL COORDINATOR 
Applications are Invited for a half-time home & 
school coordinator• position for the Terrace area secon- 
dary schools. The successful ap~)licant would become 
a member of C.U.P.E. Local 2831 and the salary range 
is between $10.42 and $14.43 per hour depending upon 
qu~alifications and training. 
The primai'y duties of this position are (1) to assist 
the principal and staff in enhancing the liaison bet- 
ween Native students, their parents, Native bands, and 
the school; and, (2) to assist Native students in suc- 
cessfully completing their studies. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Intimate knowledge and understanding of the Native 
Indian Culture and heritage. 
2. Ability to relateto the various Native Indian groups 
within the immediate area, both status and non- 
status. 
3. Access to a vehicle and possession of a valid B.C.- 
Drivers License. ...... : ' :  
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Previous experience and/or training in a counselling 
role. 
2. Previous experience working in a liaison position 
between home and school. 
Submit applications with resume to: 
Mrs. E. Wilson 
Director of Instruction (Special Services) ' 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street, , 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Closing date for applications: March 17, 1989 
Starting date: as soon as possible 
Building Caretaker Position 
Available/Ideal For Couple 
To handle Janitorial duties 
and minor maintenance for 
two large buildings in the 
downtown area. Square foot- 
age is approximately 54,000. 
Supplies will be provided. 
This position entails regular 
evening work on a Sunday to 
Thursday basis. 
Applicant must have past ex- 
perience and be bondable. 
Please reply to File 210, clo 
the Terrace Review, 4535 
Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
VSG 1M7 by March 31, 1989. 
3129C 
I I  
Experienced Bridge Main. 
tenance Foreman required by 
Highway Maintenance Com- 
pany in Northern B.C. Send 
Resume to: R.C. Kinnear 
General Delivery, Dease 
Lake, B.C. V0C 1L0 Or call 
771-3000 for further details. 
Mature responsible young woman 
will do all housekeeping duties 2 or 
3 times a week. $8.1hour References 
available. Thornhill area only. Phone 
635-5416, 3/3 
Would like to babysit in my own 
home In the horseshoe, area from 
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Please phone 
635-4996. 3/22p 
Expederl~KI babysitter n ol~Mad ' for 
weekend sitting. Phone ~ .  
, tfn¢ 
Don't read this ad uniese you are 
tired of working 9 to 5 for peanuts. 
Sales people are needed for an 
eetabllshed corporation. Great In- 
come opportunity. Full or part time. 
Phone 635-3066. 3/220 
Wonted: reliable part time babysit- 
ter In my own home In college ares. 
Own traneportaUon would be an 
asset. Phone 638.0962.. 3/22p 
Remington manual typewriter, $40. 
Victor 620 adding machine, $50. 
Tenor recorder, $40. Alto recorder, 
$40. Phone 6380001 after 3 pm 3/31 
Brand new electronic typewriter 
with memory corrector and dig 
tlonary. Half of purchase• price. 
Phone 632-3063. 3/31 
Norco SpHflm Free Style BMX. Very 
good condition. Asking $100. Phone 
635-2934,,  3/31 
I For Salo, Misc. 
For. Rent 
i<;; 
.):, ,',; ~#,~ ~;  
• . • , . , 
• , . - . ,  . . 
KSAN Society is seeking •qualified applicants for the 
P0sition of EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. : : i , 
Qualifications: 
- -  Good Interpersonal skills. -, . . . .  - •-.-,, , .  .,.,, . 
- -Abi l i ty to establish.and monitor biJdgeta~!~io!iideS 
• - ,Good written and verbal communication_skills-i. : i: 
--Initiative and. sound!Judgement >. ~ ~ ,~-•~ ::~ .:~ ~-- 
--' Administrative background * ~ ii : ! ~ 
. - -  Must obtain CIP • • - ~ ..... ~ 
Duties:• 1 ~" ,  '~ ' " 
- -  Liaison between Board of Directors and employees 
of the *Society 
- -  Evaluations of policies and procedures 
. Handleall correspondence relation to  the society 
Salary range $2,200. $2,400 per month. 
, , Submit resumesbyApdl 3, 1989 to: 
. . . .  . Box 567 -* " 
• _ , . - , : .  iTenace, B.C. 
VSG 4B5 
- :~i• ~" - 
POSITION VACANCY i: 
ACCOUNTING CLERK IV 
PERMANENT FULL 'T IME 
Northwest Community College has a vacancy for a full- 
time Accounting Clerk IV. The position wlll commence 
as soon as posslble. 
This position falls within the B.C.G.E.U. bargaining unlt 
and the salary for the posltlon is $2,111.00 per month. 
Dutles: 
Ensure correct source document codlng and Input, 
control of cash and other flnanclal transactionS, com. 
pllation of reports and other statistical Information 
utilizing data entry and other computer equipment. 
Education: 
Secondary School graduation with additional courses 
In aocountlng and office procedures. 
Skllla: 
Ablllty torelate effectively with other staff members, to 
work with a mlnlmum of supervision and to possess a 
good knowledge of clerical and office procedures. 
Farnlllarlty with computer systems, preferably VAX. 
Experience: 
A minimum of five years related accounting ex- 
perience. Payroll experience an asset. 
Please reply in conficence to: 
M.F. Skitcko 
Director of Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
• P.O. Box 726, L ' ~ ~ " ' ~ ' "~' " " 
5331 McConnell Avenue, 
- Terrace, B.C. VOG 4C2 
Closing date for applications - -  March 21, •1989. 
Boys size 37 soccer boots. Only 
worn 2 weeks• Asking $45. Phone 
638-1276. 3/31 
Wanted: firm single bed mattress in 
good condition. Reasonable price. 
Phone 638-0001 after 3 pm. 3/31 
Newopaper.roll cads from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Lange T.8.1. ski boots for sale. Size 
9, men's, almost new. $220.00. 
Phone 635-5709. 3/291) 
1 large drener with 2 minors, $300; 
I student desk, $,50; 1 5.drawer chest 
Kenmeve freezer (3 months old), 
$325; oak table and four chairs, 
$325; couch and chair, $425; wood 
desk and chair, $75; other miscel- 
laneous Items. Phone 638-0115. 
3/15p 
12.foot Springbok aluminum boat 
with heavy duty galvanized 
aluminum trailer, 15 HP Evlnrude 
(brand new) with auto blend. 
Package includes all the extras. Ex- 
cellent condition. $3,000. Phone 
627-1325 after 6 p.m. 415p 
and matching night table, $125; 
3-component stereo, I200; 36-gal. 
fish tank with Mend and access., 
$225; 14" remote color "IV, $225. Call 
638.8474 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message. 3/29p 
Mlxld flrew~Bd for sale. Measured 
. . . . . . . . .  i .... ] l  / I 
| 
cords. Phone 638-8860. , I tSp RETAIL  SPACE 
1 box of ?8 RPM records. $100 firm. FOR RENT 
Cal1638-0(x)1after3p.m. 3/15p 300 sq.ft, store front 
Mmmtaln climbing gear, hlmr~eu, retail space In the 
P-tons, climbing ehcee, crampons, Terrace Mini-Mall. 
tent, etc. Barely m~Kl. $480 aBe, 
Phonseas.47~s 4aW Avai lable Feb. 1st .  
For further Informs. • 
al.m)wm , tion, oal1635-6158 oludlng liner, he4tlng pad and Imo . . . . .  .: 
$ ~  ; :  ~ .an~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  11 
Lost --  Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 
the Pear & Graham area, a gray cat 
with white spot on neck and tummy. 
Answers to the name of Tenya. 
Please phone 635-6744 or 638-3447. 
3/22nc 
Found -- puppy, about 2 months old 
: with grey-blauk fur, white patch on 
chest. N0 collar or Identification, ap 
.peas to be well cared for. Found 
Mash 6on Kalum St. near court. 
house, Call 635-9171 evenlnga~/l~n c 
Lost downtown Prince Rupert ap- 
proximately ;Jan. 19 ladles bright 
pink "Parklane'!: wallet (velcro- 
;closure). ; Reward offered. Phone 
624-7825. - 3/31 
Found Tuesday, .Feb. 28 on Lakelse 
Ave., a 4-month old •male terrier 
• cross puppy, black/tan colouring, in. 
lured. At the vet's clinic on Park. 
Would the owner please come and 
pick up the phone 635.5607 
or635.9444.puppy or 3/31 
b]azg  
dasstSe  
25 WORDS 
$159 
2-bedroom double wide mobile 
home. Available March 10. Natural 
gas heat and water, 4 appliances. 
Adults only, no pets. Phone 
635-5786. 3/15p 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
L ight Industr la i  
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2adjoining units, 1,738 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
615-7459 
I I  t 
FOR RENT 
,~ 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
• Laundry facilities & balconies 
• At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
• Rents start at $340.00 
• References required. 
Woodland  Apar tments  
635-3922 or 635.5224 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelss 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 035.5407 after 6 p,m." 
t fno  
I 
1972 12x68' moblla home; 3. bed, 
rooms, utility room, natural gas fur. 
nace, Located in quiet trailer park in 
ThornhllL Serious inquiries only• 
Asklno $9;200 obo. Phone 635-9268. 
3/31 
GOING CHEAP - -  10x42 mobile 
home, natural gas heat, 40 gallon 
hot water tank, recently upgraded 
plumbing and wiring, partially finish- 
ed addition and porch. $3,000. Call 
635-7840 days, 635-4810 evenings, 
ask for Mike. 3/29p 
Harley Devildson FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
Hitachi chord, work done, with 2 
tapes, $250; Zenith floor model TV, 
remote, $550 OBO; video stand, $80. 
Call Steve, 632-7319. 3/15p 
1981 Moeg prodl0y synthesizer and 
amp. Excellent condition. Not used 
more than five times. Asking $700. 
Phone 635-7933. 3/22p 
The Atom Rap Hockey team will be 
holding a garage sale on Saturday, 
March 18 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
the Carpenters' Hall, 3312 Sparks 
Street In Terrace. Please phone 
Marylene at 638-1465 If you have 
anything you wouldllke to donate. 
3/15p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ageenewbom to 12 years. Full.time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-~98. r. , , tfnc 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, • call Bidhright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltimat Calais Une and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, information 
and referral service. Fridays 10.12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
"Best in Townl', 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
I Ons bedroom from: • 5325 I l i Twobedroom from.- ,.,me.,, J S360 .m.,. 
: olor~l, aplMIMees and Ilxtuma, 
Beautiful cul)boat¢ll, double stslnle~l #Inks. 
• Large I~!¢~nlea with acmMeel I~ltlo doors. 
• Laundoy la¢ilitle& 
III ,~eeer/~ w~tw, zohewsa end doihbo/to. 
I I  F~ dmp~l and eo.o~laet~l to whm' ~rpwt~ 
I I  SIx ehsnael sotellite T.V. 
• i Racquet ¢owts: 
• ei ~ ~t0dng. 
Phone: sss.s96e 
HAPPY 
40TH, GRANT 
FROM THE GANG 
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
a travel trailer. Call collect - -  Angels 
at (604) 492-3623. 3/22p 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-acre hobby farm designed for kids 
and homes. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex. 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facilities for two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horeeel !). Five minutes from 
town, city close, country Ilvingl Ask, 
Ing $72,000. Phone 635.2808. 4119p 
98'x137' reeldontlal lot on Kenney 
Street In Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 832-2706 and ask 
for Mike or Helen. 6/21p 
1,200 Iq.ft. 8-bedroom house, fin- 
Ished basement, on 10 acres, fruit 
trees and out buildings, near school 
In city limits. Phone 635-5845. 3/22p 
1982 Datsun mini motorhome; fully 
equipped, furnace, fridge, 4 burner 
stove, etc., 41,000 km. Never winter 
driven. Perfect condition. Asking 
$15,000. Phone 632.3463. 3/31 
19t/,' Travelalm 51h wheel; includes 
hitch, "IV antena, awning, tandem 
axle, easy to haul; Like new. Phone 
632-5631. 3/31 
1980 Ford HMIday van, 350 cu. In., 
auto, air cond., tilt, sun roof, 4 velvet 
cap. chairs, table, sink, Ice box, 
couch, factory oamperlzed. $4,000. 
Phone 698-1530. 4/12p 
51h wheel 19½.1t. Trevelalm. In. 
cludss hitch, TV antenna, awning, 
• tandem axle, spacious, saw to haul, 
like new. Phone 632-5631. 3/15p 
2 paw of children's ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair. Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 3/31 
Ladles 18,~m downhill skis; comes 
with 2 sets of poles and size 8 boots. 
Good for beginners. Asking $50. 
cbo. Phone 638.7260 days or even- 
Ings. 3/31 
1980 Clm. sl~rl box 4x4, 33"x12" 
tires, automatic, 350 cu.ln., tilt. 
$4,000. Phone 638-1530. 4/5p 
1976 Ford F160 4x4. Asking $2,000. 
Phone 632-5064. 3/151) 
11111' Fad Ranger eupercab 4x4 STX, 
loaded, low kilometers, dark blue, 
with or without canopy. Price 
negotiable on $16,000. Call Grant be- 
tween 4:30 and 6 p.m., Wed., Thus. 
or Frl. at 638-3517. 3/151) 
19i8 Mazda B20~) Cab Plus Pickup; 
5-speed, AM/FM cassette, carpeted; 
excellent condition, 2 new tirel,'new 
Iookeble Tundra canopy, -AOklng 
$6,900. obo. Phone 635.5633 after 8 
• p .~ or  make, I s .  3 / t7 - , -  
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• Professionally. employed • single 
parent seeking 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or duplex. Good references. 
Call 635-7840 days, 635-4810 eve- 
nings, ask for Mike. 3129p 
Wanted to I~F Banana i)Otatoas/ 
English, quail, Bantam chickens. 
Phone 635-7682 evenings.• 3129p 
Wlnled: Flrmslngle bed mattress in 
)od condition. Reasonable price. 
one 638-0001 after 3 p.m. 3115p 
Looking for a roll.away bed. Phone 
635,9392 between 6 p.m.18 I~.m. 3/31 
Sealed tenders for the following 
tree planting, spring 1989 will be 
received by the District Manag- 
er, Ministry of Forests, General 
Delivery, Dease Lake, B.C., V0C 
-1L0 on the date shown. 
Contract P89-R09-05 Is located; 
(1) Uard River, approximately 48 
kms, east along Highway 97 
from-Watson Lake and 20 kms 
south of Highway 97 for planting 
76,100 PL plugs over 48 hectares 
of partially treated ground; (2) 
Irons Creek, approximately 60 
kms east, along Highway 97, 
from Watson Lake for planting 
7S,600 SW plugs over 47 hec- 
tares; (3) Hyland River, approx- 
Imately 42 kms, east along High- 
way 97 •from Watson Lake for 
planting 40,000 SWplugs Over 25 
hectares of partially treated 
ground. 
Viewing of the sites is manda- 
-tory. A viewing trip will :be~con- 
- ducted on March 29,1989/meet. 
ing. at 0900 hrs, at the H~,land 
River Bridge, km 963 on "the 
Alaska Highway, east of Watson 
Lake. The viewer will have to 
supply their own snowmobile for 
transportation to  the viewing 
sites. 
Deallne for receipts of tenders is 
1330 hre on April 14, 1989, at 
which time all tenders will be 
opened. The lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily be ac- 
l cepted. 
Skesna Contract Are,.: Terrace & 
Kltlmat - 
RroJect Description: Traffic Con- 
trol Services -- Terrace & Kltimat 
The tender sum for this project is 
to Include applicable federal and 
provincial sales tax. The lowest 
or any tender not neceecarllyac- 
cepted. .. 
Tender Opening Date: MarCh 24, 
1989 -- 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, speoiflclatlone and condi- 
tions of any tender are available 
free of charge only from: North 
Coast Road Maintenance Ltd., 
4544 Lakelse Avenue, P.O. Box 
1029,~ Terrace, B.C., V8G. 4V1, 
telephone 638.8300 betwecd'the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p;m, 
(closed between noon and 1:00 
p.m.), Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at main 
office; North Coast Road Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 Lakelee Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C. at 2:00 p.m., 
March 24, !909. 
Earl Nygasrd 
OpMations Manager 
Issued at: Terrlme, B.C. 
Date:. February 27,1969 
J J  ' I I I  I I 
• PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Notice of Federal/Provincial con- 
tract projects to be financed by 
the Government of Canada-- 
Canadian Forestry Service and 
the British Columbia Foi;est Ser- 
viceunder the Forest Resources 
Development Agreement (FRDA) 
Sealed tenders for the following 
Free Growing Sun/ey.contracts 
will be received by the District. 
Manager, Ministry of. Forests, • 
Dease Lake, B.C. on the follow- 
Ing dates. 
Contract FG89R09.01: Located i 
in the.lskut Bum 170 km south of 
Dease Lake, in the Casslar For- I 
eat District, for Free Gmwlngl 
Regeneration Surveys on 2215 
hectai;es. Viewing of:this .site 
prl0r to submitting abid is man- 
datory. Viewing date for .this 
contract is March 31, 1989 at the 
Smlthers Regional OffiCe from 
0930 hours to 1630 hours. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be acoopted. 
"T I  
NORTH COAST ROAD 
MAINTENANCE LTD, 
. . . . .  
Terrace Contract Ares: Terrace 
and Thornhlll Area 
Projec t or JobDeecrlptlon: Pick- 
up and Deliver parts and stock 
The tender sum for this project is 
to Include applicable federal and 
"l)tovinclal sales tax. The lowest 
or any tender not necessarily ac- 
cepted. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 
March 23, 1989 at 4:00 p.m. 
(Fi,e: NC-0-34C) 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge from North 
Coast Road Maintenance Ltd., 
4544 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., VaG 4V1 between the hours 
of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. (closed 
from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.) Monday 
to Friday, except holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at Main 
Office, North Coast Road Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 Lakelse Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V1 at 
4:00 p.m., March 23, 1989. 
E. Nygaard 
Operations Manager 
Issued at: Terrace 
Date: March 7, 1989 
Invitation to Tender 
Civil work for the construction of 
the Switchyard & the control 
Building -- Alyaneh Substation, 
Stewart. Documents to be avail- 
able from 15 March 89 from this 
office upon prepayment of 
$20.00 plus $1.20 tax for the first 
copy and $10.00 plus $0.60 tax 
for each additional copy. (NON- 
REFUNDABLE) 
Reference: Q9.1012 
Closing Date: 5 April 89 
Details available from office of 
B.C. Hydro Purchasing Agent, 
1265 Howe Street, Suite 200, 
Vancouver, B,C. VSZ 2G8; 
663-2560 or 663,2577. Sealed 
tenders clearly marked with 
reference number will be receiv- 
ed in Room 226, address shove, 
until 11:00 a.m. on above closing 
date. 
Di) hgdrO 
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" PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
• ~ NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T~S,L. A-31857 . . o .  
Pursuant tO section~ 18(3)(a) of  
the Forest Act; there Will be of- 
fered by Sealed Tender by the 
District Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 9:30 a.m. on' the 31st day 
of March, 1989 a Timber/Sale 
Licence to authorize the harvest- 
ing of• 1~200/ cubicmetres Of 
timber!ocated at New Aiyansh. 
Term: One (1) Year 
Bide Can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter- 
prises as defined Inthe Regula- 
tions. 
This Iicence will be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program Cate- 
gory One (1). 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale Licence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 200 
- 5220 .Kelth Avenue; Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 1L1 ~ as Of Ma#ch 17, 
1989. 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS- -  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Skeena-North 
coast 
Project or Job Number:. B-5201 
Project or Job Description: Usk 
Ferry Re-Decking 
Tender Opening DetelTIme: 
March22, 1989 at 2:30 p.m. 
(File: 52-0-23) 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope/plans, specifications and 
conditions of• tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skecna-North Coast 
District, 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4, between 
the hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except holi- 
days. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3360. 
Tenders will be opened at Min- 
istry Of Transportation and High- 
ways, Skeena-North Coast Dis- 
trict, 300 -4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
raqe, B.C., VSG 1V4. 
Dave St. Thomas 
District Highways Manager 
(~,  • ' PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
: MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS " TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Skeena-North 
Coast • 
Project or Job Musher: B-5202 
Project or Job Description: Usk 
Reaction Ferry -- New Skid Con- 
• structlon 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 
March 22, 1989 at 3:00 p.m. 
(File: 52-0-23)" 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is not required: 
Tender documents with enve., 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from • 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Skeena-North Coast 
District, 300- 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 between 
the hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except hell. 
days. 
Phone number of originating of, 
rice: 638-3360. 
Tenders will be opened at MiniS. 
try of Transportationand High. 
ways, Skeena-North Coast Dis. 
trict, 300- 4546 Park Avenue, Ter. 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
Dave SL Thomas 
i :  
I i=  
PROVINCE OF 
"~.~, , J  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
• APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALEDTENDERS FOR 
T.S.L.A.31858 
Pursuant to section 16(3)(a)of 
the Forest Act, there will be of- 
:fered by Sealed Tender by the 
District Manager, TERRACE,• 
B.C. at 10:30 a.m. on the 31st day 
of March, 1989 a Timber:-Sale 
Licence to authorize the harvest- 
ing of 2,970 cubic metres of 
timber located at New Aiyansh. • 
Term: One (1)year 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business. Forest Enter- 
prisesas defined in • the ReguLa- 
tions. 
This Iicence will be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons reg- 
Istered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program Cate- 
gory One (1). 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale Licence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 200 
• 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C.,.V8G 1L1 as of March 17, 
1989. 
Library 
mulls over 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TEN DERS FOR 
T.S.L.A.31860 
Pursuant tO section 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest Act, there will be of.. 
fared by Sealed -Tender by-the 
District Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 11:30 a.m. on the 31st day 
of March, 1989 a Timber Sale 
:Licence to authorize the harvest- 
ing of 2,212 cubic metres of 
timber located at New Aiyansh. 
Term: One (1).year 
Bids can be accepted only;fr0m 
Small Business Forest Enter. 
prises ae defined in the Regula. 
tions. 
This Ilcence will be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise ProgramCate- 
gory One (1). 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale Licence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 100 
• 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1L1 as.of March 17, 
1989. 
Winter, French feted 
a full slate of winter activities. 
Add to that some indoor fun 
like building a marshmallow 
castle, solving a special carnival 
riddle with "one clue a day" 
and "MoustacheDay", and you 
end up with an entertaining and 
educational week. 
Each clnss will select a Duke 
and Duchess to represent their 
Kiti K'Shan Primary School is 
celebrating their own version of 
the Quebec Winter Carnival this 
week. The "carnival" began 
Monday with the grand entrance 
of Bonhomme and will end Fri- 
day with the crowning of carni- 
val royalty. 
Bonhomme is the carnival 
mascot, and after being declared 
0fflcialcamival ruler, being g iv-•individual Duchy, and on Fd-. 
en the "key to the school" .and day, two of these will be chosen. 
partaking in the official ribbon as carnival, king and queen to 
cutting • ceremony, he..visited .preside over the week,s closing 
c]auroonu to outline the rules events. The Kiti K,Shan winter' 
and. ~enta for the coming week.- carnival is ~0r .ga~by Terrace 
Warm qveather caused the Parents for,FrenCh andschool 
~inceiintion of the.snow.scUll)- .-stiff and follows MUlticultural 
security 
January 1989 was the busiest 
month ever for the Terrace Pub .... 
lic Library. Circulation figures 
for the month list 17,800 trans- 
actions. According to Librarian' 
Ed Currell, January is normally 
a good month but this beat the 
previous irecord by 1,300 trans. 
actions and was far above the 
typical 15,000 transactions for 
January in any given year. 
The reason, suggests Currell, 
was the teachers' strike. With 
close to 4,000 students on an 
extended holiday, many of 
whom were studying for govern- 
ment exams, there was an un- 
usual number of young ~eople 
using the library and this offered 
an opportunity for one transient 
resident. 
Ona: particularly •busy after- :
noon,says Currell, a 10'year-old 
girl and two friends .were happily 
wandering through volumes in 
the children's ection when they 
were apOroached by a strange 
man. The stranger wanted the 
10.year-old to go outside with 
him, and even in the Company of 
two friends, this frightened her. 
The three girls ran to the 
washroom, locked the door, and 
stayed there for a considerable 
length of time before finding the 
courage to open the door. The 
young girl ran across the street 
where her mother was doing 
business and described the incl. 
dent, The RCMP were called, 
and through the girls' descrip- 
tion, the man was arrested. 
-Board ' Chairman. Willy 
.SCbnU'der ~ this is the  f i rst  
inddent of this nature inat  least 
CURE CABIN FEVER =' '= '  w""  ,-- o. • little Chance of that . .~pemng theme, By the end of the week, in  a public building, ,~lth a " 
" ,, ; ' i~ i '~ : .~  the  "Wi l I~  Spo~ .Eq~J~'  .... this yeiu" tit 's, more. likely .a.i stodenLswill understeadtheval- chlldrea'su~'tion, eve~oneimd- . 
.,. !.,~ ,~,~.. - ~ .-,, ~..,, "~,/•,~ ,, .~blimltd will Seep, everyone ,.in- ~ ue and memln8  or. the Quebec,.-.-dentls one too lmany,: He  says  if: 
i~: ¸•I~ :
. . . • , , , .  . . 
• ~ " ~ ' . .  '.3 : ; :  / -~ '  '~" : '  
nvic/k C O  " : .  . , 
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. . . . . .  " " . . . . .  " *.": " ; : : : "  *-." "" '.~%'-.~: "~:" ' ':-',~'!":: ~ : * " , -  ',"'~': ' ~' '"::: ".'>"".~ i~: ".'~'!'--~,~ 1- 
OI cia!   court.,> <:::',< 
- : ?,The "following convictions four months in•jail and given a sentence for failure to apl~ear in Derek Sayer was sentenced to for a violation of the Commer- 
:i~it~k,,~p!a~ce inTeri-a~ provincia!~:i's~'mon~driverslicensesuspen-COUrt,, . . . . . . . .  >-'-~. .~  14- days, in jail "and prohibited . cial Transport Act. : ~ ~:. ' . ' 
• ~~d~Itii'.~Otirt during ithe-m0nth 6f/:'sion:T6~ :]ilipaired"-ddvihgi :Ke~: .-ii'! ;..~ Peter: Dennis: was ~i~en ~ two !i • " f rom dr iv ln ,~ v ,~ ~|Y; t~nnfh '~ fa r  
r i i '~b~i~;accor~ng to  informa-i ~ ~L' i, W~"' givefi ' an  additional: ~d~y:  30'day c0n~ecufive i~l:~sente,ce~ :-. f~i/~r~)--~ ~',~,,,"l~,:~.-'~v~,"~o," ~ Thomas .Cyr was sentenced'to 
,~_=:,-. .. .... :,. , . . . _ . .  ........... .  ...........  <. ::,-< < .... .............. , : ,~ . . . .  .,-~: . . . .  - . . . . . .  - -~ --, .~..;  .... ,,. . . . . . . . . . .  three years in jai l  and forbidden 
: :upnsuppueaoytne court :regis-: consecut~ye s ntenceandplaced on:two cofin[s~0f assault. ~ :  -: by a p01iceofficer. :0 : ':" to possess firearms for ;i0 years 
i:i~i!:iiiii:: ;<:~i!!:::~:::!i;::i .. i.:; : i ,:':: :'i on probat!on . for one ~ ye~.*for : :."LLincoln SI~aw:W~ Sentenc~ed: . Loran Popoff was ~ given two for robbery. : , ' /  • 
~;'i:i":i:~::~:FridaiV:Februa--'3" ; :i:,i'dri~'ingwhiledisq ual i f iedi . : :~: to four  months; in jall for theft; concurrent f Ur- " Dale Arn01d was fined $50 for : '" *~', ~ ' :: ~ * ~ '  " , ' ~ I . . . .  " ' " , . _ ,  ..... . . . . . . . .  . :. • . . . . .  o m0nthjad sen- 
:~,:::,~ - : : ,  .... . , ~" .  :=~ ~ce  t, ageox;e was zmed ~ Jason Kinney was given two. tences, two concurrent 12' illegal possession of a narc0iic. 
:f~u~.~t:Lepretre was nnea:~ u $750!:i~d ' placed :onprobat ion !:three~m0nth: and'one six,mon~: month probation terms and re- Monday, February 27: 
, :<>charloKe Derrick was :~: := fol: six!months for trafficking in:: Consecutive :jail :Sentence .::!:arId ceived a six month 'drivers li 
...,; . . . . .  . . .. ne(]  a h  ' : : "  . . . .  " " ' : '": .... ....... : " ' : . . . . . .  " ' ' ' " " ' " 
' $3501•and !placed on :probation arc°uC" ,-:i.~:,:: : : placed an  probation: for two cense susPension on two Counts Paul Ranahan was sentenced ~
for  :one::year for :carelesslhan' . Wednasday,  Fob l~aly  15 Yi~a~So~n trhreecounts 0 f posses -O f` impaired driving. •:  to  30 days in jail andplaced on 
:a~:L ^ .. .... ~, =: : .... . . . .  ,,r, kL~,_:~ ..~:. . . .  ' - " p operty obtained b3; a:  S tac  Bie was fined $150 for probation for three months•for .- .ng 'vz. a ..e~um. >:", ~' I * I p ' "  ' -- ~ . , L '* ' '  r~' :# ~ " ~  ~ ' " ~ m e  w a s  .given to . . _ .;.., - ::- . , : :  Y . . . .  • 
• 'Ronald :.Trudeau was.f ined two ,21=day consecutive jail  cnmmm ozlense . . . . .  -,,: failing to stop . after, colliding failure to enter into a recogni- 
$600-. and' given .a..,six month." sentences on .  two counts of Monday, Fobruary20 with, an unattended vehicle, zance. 
drivers; license sUsPension for 
impaired riving.i T~de.au was 
a ls01: i r . f ined :  $400 ~d gwen an  
additional s ixmonth drivers li- 
cense i~ suspension for dr iv ing- 
with• a blood :alcohol content 
gredter, than • 80: milligrams ! per 
100 milliliterS.• 
Gone Miller was fined $600 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving, 
Eugene Gordon was f ined  
$150 for committing mischief in 
relation tO property. 
~. Stephen Bailey was sentenced 
to >two 30-day consecutive jail 
sentences• On two counts of traf- 
ficking in a narcotic and  one 
14-day concurrent sentence-for 
i.l!egal possession of a narcotic. 
Bailey also received one 14-day 
jail sentence and two consecu- 
tive. seven'day sentences on three 
counts of  failure to comply with 
a condition, of recognizance. 
Monday, February 13 
Don, Wiley was fined $500 and 
received a six month drivers 
license Suspension for impaired.. 
dr iv ing. ,  
"Ji i i la~:'Nystrom was fined 
$300--for driving with a sus- 
pended license. 
Tuesday_February 14 
Randy Kerr was sentenced to 
Library - -  
continued from page 21 
they are still talking to RCMP 
and other security people buta  
solution may not be easy to f ind.  
The children's section could 
be relocated or video cameras 
could be installed but Schneider 
says that either of'  these solu- 
tions would cost several thou- 
sand dollars and they don't have 
the money. Also to be con- 
sidered, he says, is the fact that  . 
,they !,".are currently drawing: Upl~; 
iPlans for a library expansion 
and it would be much:i:ililore 
practical to address the problem :: 
during the design and construc- 
tion ~phase of the expansion. 
i A~cording to Curreli, the 
RCMP still refer to the library 
as the "safest building in 
town". It's been several years 
since a similar incident oc- 
Curred, but the library board 
and staff are still very concerned 
and seeking a solution. 
Schneider says the topic is 
dominating board meetings, but 
adds that in the meantime par- 
ents should be aware of the fact 
that the library is not a baby- 
sitting service. Not that parents 
should be afraid to leave their 
children at the library, they 
!ihould just be aware that there is 
no truly safe place, and if they• 
• mat  l eave  the i r  children alone, .  
they should teach them what to 
do if faced with an unpleasant 
or frightening situation, • 
failure to comply with a pro- Haydon, Lewis ~'as fined a 
bation .order. .Wale also re- total of $1,300and given two 
ceived ~ :two!30-:dayi, consecu- consecutive "six i~6nth drivers 
tive sentences fortwocounts of license suspensions ontwo con- 
theft. - victions o f  impaired driving. 
Ronald Thyr was -;fined Edward Gray was fined $300 
$175 for illegal possession of for, driving while prohibited to 
narcotics and fined $50 for dose :  
Edward'Wesley- was fined 
$300 fat: driving while pro- 
hibited to  dose .  
William Belado was fined 
$800 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
• impaired driving. 
Darrel Brown was fined!S75 
Tussday,  Febma~l  28  
Theodore Symes was fined 
$500 and prohibited from driv- 
ing for one year for impaired 
driving. Symes was also fined 
$300 and given a six month 
drivers license .suspension for 
leaving the scene of an accident. 
failure to appear in Court. 
Thursday, February 16 
Donnavan Meierhoffer •was 
fined $400 and  placed on 
probation for nine months;for 
trafficking in narcotics. 
Leo  Mail loux was fined 
'$300 'for driving while prohib- 
ited to do so. Mailloux was 
also fined $600 and given a 
six month  • drivers license 
suspension for impaired, driv- 
ing. 
Daniel  Mohr  was sen- 
tenced to 14 days in jail and 
given a six month drivers li- 
cense suspension for refus- 
ing to comply .with a demand 
made by a police officer. 
Friday, February 17 
Ted Gray was fined $75 for 
theft, 
r Joseph Letourneau was sen- 
tented to 14 days in jail for 
impaired driving. 
James McCall was fined $300 
and placed on probation for six 
months for trafficking in a nar- 
cotic. 
George Kirby was sentenced 
to 90 days in jail for impaired 
driving and given an additional 
90-day concurrent sentence for 
failure to comply with a demand 
by a police officer. Kirbyl also 
received a 14-day concurrent 
• , ,  . 
! ) 
If you are 
getting married... 
This basket -holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you, 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
Phone L'~II"l-204.,, 
" Tuesday, February 21 
Clayton Kerr was fined $650 
and received a six month drivei-s 
• license, suspension for impaired 
driving. 
John  Rasmussen was fined 
$450 • and given a six month 
drivers Hcense suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Thursday, •February 23 
Darold Gray was sentenced to 
90 days in jail for impaired 
driving. 
Warren Barton was fined 
$100 for assault. 
Friday, February 24 
Russell Wiens was fined $300 
for illegal possession of a nar- 
cotic. 
Andre Rosseau was  fined 
$400 and placed on probation" 
for nine months for trafficking 
in narcotics. 
Michael Morrison was given 
two 30-day jail sentences and 
two consecutive l&month terms 
of probation for two counts of 
assault causing bodily harm. 
Gary Hurd was sentenced to 
14 days in jail and prohibited 
from driving for one year for 
impaired driving. 
Another boost for Books for Bable~ Sksena Union Board of Health 
represe.ntetlve Dave Hull recently presented a cheque for $1,000 to Books 
for Babies c0mroltted member, community health nurse Carol Harrison 
(right) and children's librarian GIIIlan Campbell. The donation was made 
possible through a Ministry of Health program, "Initiative for Strengthen- 
log the Farolly", which Is adrolnistered locally by theSkeena Union Board 
of Health. 
Fostering . 'Jordan' 
BULLETIN Needs a H .ome 
Ministry of.Social-Service~ & Housing 
Jordan is 16 years old and needs a Iongterm•placement. He has 
not been in trouble with the law and does not drink nor is he involv- 
ed with drugs. He has been diagnosed with having a learning 'con- 
duct disorder'. Jordan is not on any medications and has no psychi- 
atric problems therefore a treatment program would not be effec- 
tive..It is recommended, hOwever, that interested applicants have 
the hme to devote to a one-on~onerelationship in order to help Jor- 
dan develop positive socialization skills. He als'o•needs to be J 
motivated and encouraged as his enthusiasm for constructive activi- I 
ty has diminished. Jordan desperately seeks attention and with his 
poor self esteem will need emotional and social support. 
Interested applicants should not have children in their home. 
Generous special rates will apply on top of the • basic foster home 
rates. 
Please contact your local Ministry of Social Services & Housing 
district Office and ask for Natalie de Andrade or Marg Corp. 
Kitimat 142-6184 
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• ~ ~ ',T]ieTerraceJaycees Miss Ter- 
" ;:-:'"-'-:ir~. 1989 Pageant. began":in. 
i~_~ last :Wednesday with a 
..... S .P0nsor/c0ntestant:night at the 
Inn'. of the West. The, names*of 
seven. of the nine 1989 .con- 
tenders were annotme~l,Miss 
Terrace Elks and Miss Mohawk 
are yet to be named, and their 
schedule, for the  next four 
months was released. 
Miss Terrace 1989 contenders 
so far.named are: Miss Sheens 
Mall, Tins Hovenkamp; Miss 
Rotary, Naomi Shaffer; Miss 
McDonald's; Laura Bennett; 
Miss CFTK, Lyne Legate; Miss 
Hairwaves, Rhonda Butler; 
Miss Terrace Shopping Center, 
Megan Walker; and, Miss Kins- 
men, Pamela Lynne Kerr. 
The next four months will be 
.a busy time for these girls. They 
will be attending workshops, 
. making personal appearances 
and patti. "cipating in: many local 
events..This i a period of hard 
Work and dedication that begins 
toniorrow night when each con- 
, testant is interviewed by the six 
f 
Pageant judges. 
And then the work. really be- 
gins. -~ An Effective Speaking 
workshop takes place next Tues- 
day and this will be. followed b~, 
a series: of 17 more workshops 
culminating in a three-day re- 
fresher course beginning June 
27. Workshop topics include ef- 
fective speaking, make-up, pub- 
lic speaking, poise and etiquette, 
the Superhost program, fash- 
ions, hairstyles, talent and the  
historyof Terrace. 
All nine contestants are ex- 
• p~cted to  make appearances. 
during the Jaycees 20th ~Ua i  
Trade Fair. on Apr. 29 and a 
month later will gain valuable 
experience at their firstreai so- 
.ciai event, Sponsor. Apprecia- 
tion Night on May 27. July 6,is 
the Miss Terrace 1989, Pageant 
" Fashion Show at:the Inn of'the 
West with the theme 'Where in 
nett; Miss CFTK Lyne Legace; Miss Halrwaves, Rhonda Butler; and Miss Terrace Shopping Centre, Megan 
Walker .  *~ 
demonstrate heir public speak- 
.ing sRills2 And then, on July 29, 
comes their final challenge, and 
fo r  one. the honor of being 
framed Miss Terrace 1989. This 
is Crowning Night -- the.night 
when a few are given titles but 
a l l  are recognized for the 
strength of.. character 'and per- 
sonal, effortthat Carded them 
• successfully through a period of 
ordinators are just a few of the 
re.any who will be assisting the 
g~rls over the next few.months: 
Advertising, Lloyd • Parker; 
Sponsor/Contestant Liaison, 
Kristine Me!by; Gifts and 
Prizes, Laura Huhn; Workshops 
and Team Manager, Susan Lug- 
, rin; Fashion Show, Bonita Pitz. 
( "  
Award nominations open 
business and labor, government, 
the professions, religion and 
culture, sports and recreation, 
arts, public affairs-and com- 
munity service. We'd like to 
recogniz e the efforts of both in- 
dividuais and grouPs:and behalf 
of families in B.C;" * 
For the third year in a row the 
British Columbia: Councit,~'for 
the Family is sponsoring its Dis- 
tinguished •Service to Families 
award; , 
A s ta tement  f rom the  awards  
off; Banquet Night, Yvonne committee indicates the honor is 
Moen;* Pageant Night, Leanne intended to: recognize ,'excep- 
.the.World'. Here. the girb will .intense, public scrutiny.. " Phillips; Special Appearances; tionai volunteer and profession- Individuals; .organizations, 
, havetheir first ~. opportunity to Miss ..Terrace- 1989 Will be J.im Hargreaves; Special Events, al ef.fortsand outstandiag lead- f~i ies, ' .  community ~ grou~, 
demonstrate  heir.public Sl~ak-. • named and awardswill be hand- , Jim. Belt; .~. Judging, '  James. ers~p; sn ;the; ca q~... o f  better.~, uni'ons &n 0. I~  8ove~ents  
• ifig skills*when,asked, to'. give a e dOut to  Miss Effective Speak.. Gi lham;,  SecretaiT'Treasureri - family living m. BnUsh Colum. are all.eligible-for'n0minati0n.' 
• " ' Nominat ions forms two-minute, speech . answering iq ,  ~" .Ta lent  and Miss Per, .Laurie. . Batke;. and; Pageant b'm" . . . . .  * . . and, 
• . i th.e.question, r,6'Where !. would . -~ . . i~ty .  And o1[1~ 'i~. l '~ve . . .~h~mM~ Don Sut~s". " ',' ". "' '. • C0 ~ p[~i{~JIt P~* Sun- .further mfomm, tion areavai l -  
• ', . !Eke to-go on my vacauon and ' theJu~, es Award, an .award to. . .  ,Pagemit -JudlgeS~ areMaxine, dedand~~s~id~ ~-''The. ~ Cou~!l - able from the awards committee 
"-why". " • . . "  ' recognize the'mie'.contesumt and .Doug- l~ ,  Dcbl~ie.and .h0pmto .~t theo0ts~.  at 7~2.4SSS Or the Count:at .  
1"hiswili be foliowed on July. whoseabiH~ and' #dfconfi-. ll0bPark, LimdaKawimks,~md ins. efforts"l~dn$ madema 3S7-$7~6. ' ' ~ M~ L 'M "~ . 
Shawna Penn~, var i~ of fields --.racial set, Deadline :for nomina~ons i
. . . a  ~ .~. , , , , r ro  ; ,  ,h , .  T , . , . .~ .  dn~ th~ first memi~ with the vices, health, education, April ~ " . 
22 with/the .Pageant Banquet. deuce have mmde the mint pins 
and Spakoffs a~.a~ .X..arace sinceawirru~mmbswith~ 
Hotel where the mrls ~ have Judges on l~r..:16. , .0 ,.~ 
their second opportumty to The foflomng volunteer co- 
I I ' II I MI I E I " "  i I I I II 
' "', " ~ p ~ ' ~ ' ' .  : ,, . . ' '~~S 'O~N " :AT  4 ' ~ P '  M '  ' L 
..../i:: ::Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
"r*~':~'~*'m~' ~:' ' "L 4818 Highway 16 West  
~,~ SUNDAY:  Terrace Athletics Assoc ia t ion  ~ 
• :,. .~": MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey 
:r:~*,~'~,:',"" TUESDAY:  Kerm0de Friendship Society 
• ~ ~,~ ~ . :~  ~ WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
.:~: :~,.  ~ ,  THUI~D Y. 747 Air  cadets  
.:~. ~ ~.~,: i~; i - :  -~, . Ladies of  the  Royal  Purp le  
: :  : FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
" " ' Paraplegic Foundation • SATURDAY:  B.C. 
VIS I t  trio Normern  Motor  inn, mr  ' La teN ight -  Terrac~ Peaks. Gymnastic Club 
n ight ly  . .enterta inment .  Come. to ~ 
• Regular EVERYONE WELCOMEI . -Extra ,, 
" 8 " .  ( . *~,4ym' ,o~up) . . .  Games where  the.ACTION Is. 1 Games Thank  you/Have  a Nice  day l  . , 
10116 Hwy.  16 East . ~~ 
t4S-W7S 
/ -  
• " :THe Miss TerraCe 1989 Pageant officially began last week with the announcement of this year's contestants. 
. i ~ *Above :(tear) ate Miss Terrace 1988 Pageant winners, Miss Talent Pare Lamb, Miss Terrace Laura Huhn and Sec- 
ond Princess Debble Jackman. In the foreground are six of the nine 1989 contestants. From left to right (center) 
are Miss Skeena Mall, Tina Hovenkamp and:Miss Rotary, Naomi Shaffer; and (front)Miss McDonald's Laura Ben- 
